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Seeing double?
Taft's portrait
reveal a success

Third time s a charm for schools?
Strickland vows to fix Ohio's broken education system after it's found unconstitutional

The former governor's
painting was unveiled
Tuesday at a ceremony
at the Statehouse
rotunda | Page 8

Guns, security
still don't put
Judge's family
at ease
Even with increased
security. Cicconetti
still feels uneasy after
being target of murder
conspiracy | Page 8

By Alaina Buz»
Reporter
The Ohio Supreme Court has
ruled the system of Ohio school
funding "unconstitutional" not
once, not twice, but three times.
Since being elected this past
fall, Governor Ted Strickland has
made it his mission (o fix the
state's system of education.
"Ohio is a great state and there
is no justification for us to be
where we are educationally,"
Strickland said. "... My obligation as Governor is to solve this
problem."
Yesterday, Strickland stuck to
his obligation with the kick off

his KnowHow2Go Campaign on
campus. Strickland spent part of
his day at the University talking
about his proposals concerning
higher education.
Knowllow2Go is a media
campaign aimed towards eighth
through tenth grade students
encouraging them to consider
post-secondary
education.
Strickland said the campaign
will "try to hook |sludents| on
the idea that college is something
that can and should be part of
their futures."
To help encourage students
to start looking sooner at higher
education, Strickland has proposed changes in the financial

aid available to students for college. As part of the proposals,
tlnancial aid for higher education will move toward being
based on need as opposed to
merit. Strickland hopes to target
potential students who are stuck
because their parents' income is
too high to receive financial aid,
but too low to send them on to
post-secondary education without any help.
"We think these are common
sense proposals that will benefit
hundreds to thousands of Ohio
students," Strickland said.
In order to make these proposals work, Strickland has asked
Ohio Universities to collaborate

hand-in-hand with government
officials.
"I've decided toask Universities
to work with the new Chancellor
of I ligher Education ... to try to
develop meaningful compact
between the state and institutions." Strickland said.
According to the governor, this
agreement should help to freeze
tuition, which has been increasing at a rate of nine percent a year
for places of higher education in
Ohio. Strickland hopes that controlling tuition will have both a
psychological effect as well as a
political impact on the state.
See GOVERNOR Page 2

Bush threatens
pulling troops
could result in
catastrophe

JASON REWNER

SPEAK. TEACH:
talks about lughei education at the union

USG against
Strickland's
proposal

Bush argues against
leaning towards passing
legislation of troop
withdrawl

By Kelly Day
Senior Repi

| Page 9

As
Ohio
Governor
led
Strickland's budget proposal
winds its way through the legislative branch, representatives
from the Undergraduate student
Government hope to swaj lavi
makers to revise the potentially
damaging plan.
USG representatives, who are
worried Strickland's plan might
leave the University without
necessary cash flow, traveled to

Spartans
overcome the
Falcons
Michigan State
University beats
Bowling Gieen 5-5 in
a disappointing lost |
Page 11

Columbus yesterday to voice conoa ns to several state senators.
"When ift rime [forthemltosit

Replays will
stay in NFL
forever

down and look at the budget vre
don't want them to say students
don't care, because we do," said
USG President Bernard Little.
In Strickland's March II State
of the State Address, the governor outlined his proposed plan.
Strickland said Ohio'stuition is 17
percent above the national average, but places 37th in producing
college graduates.
Strickland said to stop ibis rapid
increase in tuition costs, he will
require all public universities to
keep tuition costs the same next
year. \sol2tKIH, he proposed universities could increase tuition :i
percent, opposed to the 9 percent
average increase since 1WM>.

In a 30-2 vote, the
league will now make
instant replays a part
of football from now
on | Page 11
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See USG | Page 6

Campus eats
worry Jewish
students

GENEVA HODGSON

The holiday's strict
guidelines may be hard

Talk about gay
marriage turns
into a debate

to follow on campus

By S.in'.inth.i Johnstone

| PageJ

Americans like to be in charge

Do you think pit bulls
are vicious dogs?

By Freddy Hunt
Reporter

KIMBERLY
WESTMEYER.
Freshman. Marketing
"Not if they're
properly trained."
|Page4

The world is a scary place and every day
Americans are reminded by reports of
terrorist attacks, diseases like the Avian
Bird liu.canccrstatisticsand perverted
kidnappers. Even in the relatively safe
city of Bowling Green, people are biting their nails and praying they won't
become a victim.

David Jackson, assistant professor in
the political science department, said
his brother who served in the navy
hasn't flown in an airplane since Sept.
11, even though he knows driving from
Michigan to Florida is much more dangerous than taking a plane.
"I guess he feels like he's in control.
People arc going for the myth that they
are in control of their lives." he said.
"But really they're not, there's tons of

can attest to it really providing a
way to live out a more fulfilling
lifestyle," Rahrig said.
The title of the program, "God,
Sex and the Meaning of Life,"
describes exactly what West will
speak about — human sexuality,
the purpose of our bodies and
who God is through our bodies.

What started out as 6 o'clock
talk about gay marriage, turned
into a 7 o'clock debate, as panelists ignited a controversial discussion.
Vanessa
Young,
junior,
attended the event, put on in
celebration ol Rainbow Dayz
this week, for an extra credit
opportunity, but was excited to
learn more on the subject.
"I'm here to learn." she said.
"It's interesting to hear about."
The discussion, consisting
of five panel members, began
with Frank McKenna, professor
of political science.
According to McKenna, his
support of same-sex marriage
is based on constitutional perspectives and humanitarian
and societal cost benefits.
"I suppose. In general. I support the notion of gay marriage," he said.
McKenna. who looks to The
Golden Rule —"Treating others the way you want to be
treated," — for his stance on
the issue, believes any form of
demographic discrimination is
wrong.

See SEX I Page 2

See MARRIAGE j Page 2

other crazy drivers out there."
During VVW II, lackson said communities would participate in scrap
metal drives in order to supply the military with metal for guns and bullets;
however, the scrap metal was never
used for the war. lackson said the only
benefits participants gained was peace
of mind by feeling in,control.
See FEAR | Page 6

Creed on Campus to teach Theology of the Body
TODAY
Partly Cloudy
High: 57. Low: 36

TOMORROW
Mostly Sunny
High: 65 Low: 44

By Molly McC.b.
Reporter
Creed on Campus is taking sex
to a new level.
Christopher West, a research
fellow and a faculty member
of the Theology of the Body
Institute, will be on campus
speaking about "God, Sex and
the Meaning of Life" tonight

during a program in the Union
Ballroom.
According to Ryan Rahrig,
graduate student and vice president of Creed on Campus, West
is a man who has struggled
with issues of his own sexuality,
which caused him to search for
something more in his life, perhaps a better way. In that search
West found the teachings of the

theology of the body. Rahrig also
said the result was powerful and
impacting, and since then he has
dedicated his life to sharing the
message he has found.
Popelohn Paul II wrote a series
of teachings about the theology
of the body; West's speech puts
them in to laymen terms.
"Having already heard most
of the content of the speech I
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"You have i<> Man with the
question, Is there a pattern of
homosexual discrimination?'"
he said
McKenna believes there is
definite evidence to suggest
such discrimination.
'We, as a society, are wrestling with the concept of separate but equal" he said,
Eric Cnimrine, senior and
president ol VISION, added similar opinions IO the discussion.
i rumrine, who refers to gay
marriage as "marriage equality," presented the gains samesex couples are striving for.
The simple right to just get
married" he said. "It's equality."
With 1,100 legal differences between a civil union and
marriage, marriage is a legal
issue and not a religious one,
(.rumrine said.
"We live in a country where
I have freedom of religion.'' he
said.
\c cording to (.rumrine.
Canada,
Spain,
Denmark.
Belgium and parts of Africa
have legally recognized gay
marriage.
lather I rank Dandurand, a
Catholic priest at St. Thomas
More
University
Parish,
addressed the religious arguments against gay marriage.
"As Christians, in the scrip
lures, the notion of marriage
is not a human construct,"
Dandurand said. "God ereaied marriage, therefore. God
defines it"
MlhoiighDandurand believes
there isa call lor love that is universal in all of us, there is also
a beautj in truth, Finding the

truth means taking a Christian

perspective, he said
"Marital love is the kind of
love (hat allows a man and
woman to enter into a sexual
relation." Dandurand said.
Dan l.ipian, senior and chair
of College Republicans, aided
Dandurand in his argument
against gay marriage.
Two homosexuals cannot
create life and that's why it's not
in the state's interest," l.ipian
said.
Accorclinglol.ipian. countries
that have allowed homosexual
marriages have generated negative statistics. The U.S.'s current
system works, and any other
system has failed, he said.
The only restrictions of marriage that benefit homosexuals
are costly to the state, he said.
"State recognition of marriages is not a universal right,"
l.ipian said.
Dandurand believes homosexual marriage will redefine
American society.
"The whole notion of family would be dramatically
changed," he said.
Although many students
attended the event, the discussion sparked quile a debate.
After a healed question and
answer session, some students
left with new perspectives on
the subject.
"They didn't teach me anything different." said sophomore Danna Isaacs.
According (o Isaacs, she did
enjoy the differing religious
and constitutional perspectives
though.
"It was interesting (o see the
different positions of each of the
people," she said. "But I feel as
ihough the questioning at the
end got a little out of hand."

B0AT L0ADS 0F
CHOICES... CHECK OUT

OUR
APARTMENT LISTING
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COMMUNITY RALLY
FALCON/

JASON RENINER I THtBGNEWS
TO THE STUDENTS: Governor Ted Strickland's visit was mostly to see the University, but a fe» students turned up to listen

GOVERNOR
From Page 1
Teri Sharp, director of media
relations for (he University, said
(hegovernor requested fhe campus visit as a way to help start
the KnowIlow2Go Campaign.
Strickland used I he opportunity
to meet a couple of I In iversity facully members as well as community members, including Bowling
Green Mayor lohn Cuiinn.
"This wasn't really a public
event, it was a press event,"

SEX
From
"Theology of (he body is an
amazing explanation for not
only the meaning of sex, but
why we are created as male and
female," said Laura Clifford,
junior and member of Creed
on Campus.
The program follows whal
the group Creed on Campus is
about. Unih the organization
and tonight's program draw
deeper into faith, answering
questions of the church as
well as fhe world. VVesl will
attempt to clarify some of the
misconceptions about the
body that are in society due to
modem culture.
West will also give the audi-

Sharp said.
Although the governor's visit
was mostly an opportunity for
him to see the campus and discuss his proposals with local
media, a few University sludents
came to listen.
"He's governor of our state and
I've never met the man that is
disposing of our tax dollars so I
decided tocome." junior Matthew
luraksaid.
lurak said he learned a lot at
the event about Strickland's newest policies.
"I didn't know the exacl minu-

tiae of the propositions so I'm
glad I came." lurak said.
In particular, lurak said
Strickland's visit cleared up some
confusion he had concerning the
implementation of tobacco taxing into 1 he education budget.
"I thought he was just going
to raise faxes on cigarettes,"

3

ing the entire campus and
Bowling Green community (o
hear West speak because they
care about (he student body,
and feel (his can be a great
and beneficial message to all,

Chris
West
Will be on campus
tonight talking
about theology

he said.
Lauren Dworski, senior, also
said she learned from Strickland's
short visit.
'Tmgladlcamcbccauseldidn't
know about (he Knowllow2Go
thing," Dworski said.

Rahrigsaid.

ence his portrayal of how powerful relationships are.
"This message is a message
out of love, one that reinforces
the dignity of every human
person. This message is for
everyone," Hah 1 ig said.
"All of (his is practical and
makes so much sense, no one
sees the true beauty of the
human body or sex anymore."
said Kelly Diefenbach. junior
and programming chair for
Creed on Campus.
Creed on Campus is invit-

The program is tonight at 8
p.m. in the Union Ballroom.
The talk is free and open 10 all

who are interested.
Creed on Campus is also
hosting a more in-depth
session (his Saturday from B
a.m. to -I p.m. This talk will be
held al S(. loan of Arc Parish
in Toledo and is open to the
public.
Registration is required for
(his event. Visit htlp://www.
bgsu.edu/studentlife/organizations/creed/cwest.htm for
more details and registration.

Interested in planning
Events for the Campus?
Interested in planning
Concerts?

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL-,

6:30PM-ANDERSON

ARENA

Join us to celebrate the greatest season in BGSU
and Mid-American Conference history! The first
500 fans in attendance will receive a FREE Rally
Towel, courtesy of Sky Bank, and there will be a
post-event autograph, meet-and-greet and photo
opportunity session with the entire team!

FREE ADMISSION
Extra parking available in the Perry Field House lot, with a
FREE Shuttle running continuously to-and-from Anderson Arena
beginning at 6pm and following the coigiMtion of the event.

APPLICATION DUE APRIL 6, 2007 AT 5PM
IN THE OFFICE OF CAMPUS INVOLVEMENT
RM 401 BTSU

QUESTIONS?

372.2486

CAMPUS

WWW.8GNEWS.COM

GET A LIFE

Passover diets

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events talen bom evwts bgwedu

11 a.m. -1 p rr
Sushi Thursday

Thursday. Match 29 200? 3

Signing away their smoke-free lives

University plans for restrictions

Choices o( sushi Include California
Roll. California Roll Assortment.
California Roll Shtimp Combo.
California Roll with Tofu Pouch.

By Freddy Hunt

California Roll with vegetables.

Reporter

California Spicy. Halibut Roll.
Vegetable Roll, and Wasabt Shtimp.

As Passover draws near, Moses
and the Hebrews' exile out of
Egypt is not the only topic on
lewish students' minds. They
are also wondering how to manage following the holiday's strict
dietary guidelines while living
on a college campus with limited resources.
During the Passover celebration, April 2-10 this year, it is customary for lews to be carefu I not
to consume certain food items.
Stephanie Gans, sophomore
and vice president of llillel, a
lewish student organization,
said some people choose to follow the dietary guidelines more
strictly than others.
"People keep it at so many different levels, like I could say, 'I'm
not even supposed to be eating
off of this plate.™ Ganssaid. "And
some people just limit themselves from eating bread. You're
not supposed to really even consume products containing corn,
and tons of items contain corn
syrup, lust about all soft drinks
would then be out of question."
lewish students who follow
real strict diets during Passover
probably will not be found at the
University but rather at an liast
coast school that lias a larger
lewish student body, dans said.
Gall Flnan, director of dining services, who worked at
University of Pennsylvania and
Bryn Mawr College, said the
University has better offerings
during Passover than most facilities on the Ilast coast who have
larger lewish populations.
"We have to have an alternative for our lewish friends, and
we will provide for them," Finan
said. "Every unit will have some
Passover foods available."
Susan Sadoff. general manager of Commons, said dining
services has been able to develop Passover recipes with help
from students, llillel and other
universities.
"There are many different

Kreischcr SunDi.il. Chily's and
the Union

11 am - 8 p.m.
Food on a Stick Day
Kreischer SunDi.il

All Around The World:
Global Connection Raffle
Tickets
Sponsoted by International Cateets
Network
The Union

4:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Speak Easy - Judged
Theme Event
Commons

I p.m.
Sail to Manilla at
Destinations Snack Bar
Harshman

Visiting Writers Series:
Laurence Goldstein
Ftee and open !o the public
Prout Chapel

"Cabaret" by John
Kander and Fred Ebb
This award-winning musical combines
the rich traditions of musical cabaret
performance (which is. by turns, fun.
frivolous, amotal. outrageous and
politically charged), with the wild and
reckless romance of an American
writer and a divinely-decadent cabaret
singer m Berlin as the Nazis use to
power Entertaining and thought-provoking. "Cabaret is a dynamic musical
tolletcoastet
Eva Marie Saint Theatre

Passover on campus
Here are some facts for students
to consider when celebrating
Passover:
■ Passover begins April 2 at
sundown and ends April 10
at sundown.
■ Passover food will be available at every dining hall.
■ Hillel is hosting a free
Passover Seder dinner on
April 5 from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
in 218 Union.
■ Hillel encourages students
of all faiths to attend.

ways to make certain items,"
Sudoff said. "We use lots of
existing recipes and modify
them so they are okay to eat for
Passover."
Matzo, probably the most
popular Passover food item, can
be used as a Hour substitute in
just about anything, Sadoff said.
Sadoff said mat/.o ball soup,
charoset salad, hard-boiled
eggs, arrowroot gravy, flatbread.
baked fish and many more items
will be made available every day,
but one item Dining Services
cannot provide is anything
kosher because there are no
kosher kitchens on campus.
In order to have a kosher
kitchen, Gans said, two separate
kitchens are almost needed, one
for meat and one for dairy.
(ians said some kosher kitchens have separate sinks, dishes,
dishwashers, cabinets, refrigerators and silverware to prevent
meat and dairy from mixing.
Gans said some kitchens are
even blessed by a Rabbi, but it
all depends on how strictly one
follows lewish tradition.
Although providing kosher
food may he impossible. Finan
said pork will always be served
on a separate line from the
Passover food.
"Dining Services tries to provide for lewish students and
overall they do a good job," Gans
said. "They have thousands of
other students to satisfy too."

WAVING THE BANNER:
TOP Many students signed in support
of "Debtinlofy." a campaign to "de-myy
lify" smoking and to promote a smokefree enviionment RIGHT: Brandon
Scad, sophomore, signs the "Debunkify"
Banner as a smoke-free student.
BOTTOM: Kyle Popfawski. freshman,
signs the "Debunkify" Banner

ENOCH WU

DAILY ADVISING TIP
It's never too earl) u> --tart thinking aboul summer |obs!
Visil the( areerCenter .nut talk with your academic ad\ isor
about summer employment opportunities that are related to
your major and will give you >;rv.)t practical experience!
..I h\ AdvUing S»-i««nk

Spon

ENOCH WU

CAMPBELL HILL APARTMENTS
CAMPBELL HILL TOWNHOUSES
2 bedroom, 1 "2 bath townhouses with AC,
furniture, full basement, dishwasher

SIGN UP TODAY FOR A FALL '07 LEASE
AND RECEIVE
A DEPOSIT SPECIAL
00
$50. PER PERSON
AND WASHER/DRYER
[offer valid 3/28/07 - 4/16/071
<*">c

Hours:
Mon-Fri: 9am-5pm
Sat: 9am-1pm
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419.352.0717
www.greenbnarrentals.com

GREENBRIAR, INC.

FREE MOVIE BLOOD
DIAMOND

Registration begins for:
March 19
March 21
March 27
April 3
April 10
April 16
April 20

Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate Students
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
Guest Students

Don't miss out! See your advisor now!
Pre-Major Advising and UPAS
Arts & Sciences
Business Administration
Education & Human Development
Health & Human Services
Musical Arts
Technology
Firelands

Friday- March 30th
Sunday- April 1st

r

2007

101 University Hall
205 Administration

372-8943
HIIIIt!Mil

372-2015

371 Business Administration Building

372-2747

365 Education Building

372-7372

102 Health Center

372-8242

1031 Moore Musical Arts Building

372-2181

102 Technology Building

372-7581

101 West Building

372-0676

Register using My. BGSU.etUl

206 Bovven -Thompson
Student Union Theatre I 9:30PM

To find your exact registration day and time, go to the
Office of Registration and Records website at

www.bgsu.edu/offfices/registrar

BGSU.

Special early showing
every Friday @ 6:30 PM

ivww.bgsu.edu/stodentlrfe/organization/uao/rnovies.litrnl

Office of Registration and Records
Phone419-372-4444

"I often said if I had his voice, I'd be president of the United States
toddy. - Senator John McCain, on former Tennessee Sen. and current "Law and
Order" star Fred Thompson, who is considering a presidential run, from Time.com
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET Do you think that pit bulls are vicious dogs?
"I think they're nice
pets, but once their
buttons are pushed,
they can be vicious."

"No. my uncle owned
three of them"

MANNY CARGLE.
Freshman. Architecture

SCOTT WEBER, Senior.
Accounting and ISAC

"They're usually good,
but when they're hungry or something, they

"I've seen them

can be vicious."

vicious"

SCOTT RITCHEY,
Freshman, Sports
Management

ERICA BEEDEL.
Freshman. Athletic Traning

71. )> '

.wards off
trouble

MISTAKEN IDENTITY
Some breeds commonly misdentified as pit bulls, according
to pitbullsontheweb.com.

/ ...Ue

KRISTEN VASAS

C01UMNIS1

_
\pril is right around the corner,
and for many of us thai means
it's time l" start hunting for
summer jobs and internships il
you're not on the bull already.
So what determines whether
or not you land thai well paying job or internship ot your
dreams? Is it the grades you
receive in classes specified
towards your major? I low about
your overall GPA? Does prior
experience conic into effect?
Can extracurriculars send your
resume soaring above the rest?
While .ill of the above do play
some role In being hired either
us an employee or an intern,
today I will only be focusing on
involvement in extracurricular
activities.
According to the American
I leritage College Dictionary,
the definition of extracurricular is "being outside the regular
curriculum of a school or college or being outside the usual
duties ofa job or profession."
These activities can range
from spoils, it) volunteer work,
to specified clubs like The Key
Yearbook or sororities and fraternities on campus. And while
they most certainly do have an
effect on a person's chances of
landing their dream job, they
Can also play another extremely important role in someone's
life as well.
For teenagers and young
adults growing up in inner-city
areas or places where gangs
and violence arise, extracurriculars can be a way to escape
the pressures of joining in on u
life thai will only end in disappointment.
Take for example, the case of
Ill-year-old Ryan Driggins, the
former center for the Glenville
High School larblooders whose
story was featured in the Plain
Dealer this past weekend.
As a troubled young boy who
Often acted out in class and at
home, he found a role model in
the larblooders football coach,
Ted GinnSr.
Alter turning his life around
and becoming an active
member of the football team,
Driggins graduated and decided to stay in Cleveland, "leaving
him with no coaches, no practices and no games for the first
time in years."
Instead of filling his free time
with more social activities or
volunteering in the community
however, he turned to a life full
of violence and crime. I le was
arrested twice this fall and on
Feb. 28, Driggins broke into a
house wit h a group of friends
and shot and killed the owner
of the house, Glenn Rankin. a
69-year-old retiree.

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question' Give us your
feedback at bgnewscom

Vicous dog law
unfair to pit
s

...Qui n U r> ^c )
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VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Breed Specific Legislation | Part 1 of 2
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MATTMAUK I KG NEWS lUUSTMIOR

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Nugent article misstates
University contribution
1 laving worked with Mr.
Dave Herrera at The BG
News, 1 am familiar with his
impeccable professionalism
and accuracy of reporting.
However, I would like to clarify a few points that he made
in his article regarding Ted
Nugent s appearance.
Mr. Herrera states that the
Nugent event cost $28,000
total. However, he never
mentioned exactly how this
money was allocated by
the University or raised, in
general.
Therefore, I would just
like to make it clear that the
University only paid a fraction
of the S25.000 honorarium for
Mr. Nugent.
In total, only S12.000 was
allocated to our organization by the University for
our speaker; we raised an
additional $3,000 through
our outstanding work in last
fall's election, then Young
America's Foundation stepped
in and offered to be our
national sponsor, paying the
remainingSIO.000.

Several other organizations also stepped up to the
plate and offered to be sponsors of the event, thereby
taking care of the remaining
expenditures.
The remaining S3.000 went
to advertising, printing up
tickets and programs, paying
for security and paying for
the dinner we had with Mr.
Nugent prior to the event.
It has also come to my
attention that many student
organizations have been upset
that our organization received
such a-large sum of money
from the University.
To those organizations, I
say, "Get over it."
Meaning no disrespect
to other organizations, the
reason we received so much
money is that our club, I am
proud to say, works harder
and does more than just
about any other student-run
organization on this campus. We were nationally recognized for our work during
this fall's midterm elections
and we are generally regarded as one of the three best
College Republican clubs in

the state of Ohio.
We constantly strive to
provide entertaining venues
for our student body to attend,
and we are always looking for
ways to propagate the conservative message across this
campus in the hopes of affecting real change in an extremely liberal environment.
We don't just protest every
couple of weeks and call that
the length and breadth of our
activism and work ethic — we
try to be constructive.
That's why we got the
money — through hard work
and dedication.
We raised $16,000 in just
under six months. I'm not sure
many other organizations
on this campus could have
pulled that off.
To those individuals who
want this type of money
from the University, I say,
"Do something constructive that merits that type of
allocation and work hard for
your cause then good things
will happen."
— Daniel Lipian, Giairman,

(allege Republiams
dlipian@ligsu.edu
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WEB POLL
Check out our weekly
opinion poll and make
your voice heard.
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Ohio is the number one worst
state to travel with your dogs.
At least if you are a pit bull
owner. According to understand-a-bull.com, when taking into consideration breed
specific legislation and "laws
allowing for confiscation and
destruction of dogs by breed,"
Ohio is the least dog friendly
place in the nation.
This doesn't surprise me.
Ohio earned this slap in the
face by allowing its vicious dog
law in Section 955.11 to define
a vicious dog as any dog that
has killed another dog, caused
injury to a person, or "belongs
to a breed that is commonly
known as a pit bull dog."
This kind of breed specific
legislation is as unconstitutional as it is ignorant.
These are laws bred from
fear and misunderstanding. As
a matter of fact, the definition
ofa pit bull is so contested that
Ohio law is condemning much
more than just pit bulls.
According to the American
Pit Bull Registry, the United
Kennel Club and realpitbull.
com, there are three breeds
of dog that can be officially
recognized as "pit bull." They
are the American Pit Bull
Terrier, the Staffordshire Bull
Terrier and the American
Staffordshire Terrier.
But l.ucas County Dog
Warden Tom Skeldon has his
own definition ofa pit bull,
one which includes American
bull dogs. The Ohio Attorney
General says "Any individual
charged with the enforcement of Ohio Revised Code
955.11 and 955.22 is qualified
to identify pit bull dogs in
order to enforce the provisions,
provided such identification
is reasonable." This means
Skeldon's definition, while
inherently incorrect as an
American Bulldog is not, by
very definition, a pit bull, will
stand up in court.
The inability to clearly
define dog breeds, especially
in a mixed breed animal, is
one of the many reasons breed
specific legislation (BSL) is just
a form of prejudice.
In a phone interview with
Skeldon, he described a typical
"pit bull dog" to me. Physical
characteristics of pit bulls
included "well-muscled, shorthaired, minimal fat dogs, often
times big jawed. They are very
intense animals with a whiplike tail."
Congratulations, Mr.
Skeldon, you've just identified
about 20 different breeds of
dog. To speculate, it would
be those characteristics that
would fit at least 20 of the
24 dogs shown on pitbullsontheweb.com under their
game "Find the Bull." This
site picked 25 dogs (including
one American Pit Bull) from

breeder Web sites, all from
different breeds and made the
now widely used test to see if
you can correctly identify a
pitbull.
The site seems silly, but it
makes an important point:
"There are 20+ breeds that are
commonly incorrectly identified as pit bulls." And these
dogs are purebreds, which
does not include the millions
of mixed breed dogs and mutts
which can only have their origins guessed.
What about those dogs?
Well, according to Skeldon "if
it's a dog that's questionable,
we go on what it looks like. If
it looks like a pit bull then we
treat it as such."
The Humane Society of the
United States has taken a stand
against BSL, along with animal
advocacy groups, insisting that
we "punish the deed, not the
breed." This stance encourages
law enforcement to punish the
owners of vicious dogs, not
assume that because one dog
is vicious, the entire breed is
dangerous.
Using the logic of those who
support BSI. would mean that
all pit bulls would have to be
dangerous. So, what about the
pit bull who lives a full, happy
and non-violent life with his
family? Is this a natural anomaly? Or perhaps it's proof that
BSL isn't an accurate way to
prevent dog attacks.
What is happening in Lucas
County is a veritable genocide
of pit bulls. Last year alone,
Skeldon says'the Dog Warden's
office seized 998 pit bulls.
Some of these dogs may not
even have been dangerous,
lust like Paul Tellings dogs
weren't dangerous.
In 2005, the Toledo man was
reported for having more than
one "pit bull type dog," an
action that is illegal under the
section of Toledo's ordinance
declaring it unlawful for any
person to own more than one
vicious dog. Of his three dogs,
Telling was allowed to keep
one. One he was able to give
away and the third was seized
and killed by the Lucas County
Dog Warden. These actions are
inexcusable.
The only good to come of
this is the lawsuit filed by
Tellings against the city of
See PIT BULL | Page 5

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
to be fewer than 300 words These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
The maximum number of submissions for columns is two per month

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
pnnted

EMAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered lor
printing. All letters are subject to
review for length and clarity before
printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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ACTIVITIES
From Page 4
Now, Instead ol running
football fields and catching
passes, I >riggins spends his
lime in the county jail. He is
charged with burglary, robbery and aggravated murder.
according to the Cleveland
Plain Dealer.
Unfortunately, cases such
asDriggins' occur every year
throughout much of i he country. Troubled students who
became invoked in cxtracuri Icular while in school are left
with nothing to do after they
graduate. Regrettably, like
Driggins, the activities thej
begin to till I hi'i I time with an'
not always the wisest.
According to a 2005 study
conducted by the Yale
Psychology Department, teen
pregnancies, drug abuse,
\ ioleni e and suicide are jusi
some oii he problems appearing in high school dropouts
and college graduates.
However, statistics show
that the rates oi the problematic behaviors listed above
have actually dropped due to
an increase in participation in
extracurriculars outside of the

PITBULL
From Page 4
struck down the ordinance
in Max oi last year, but theCit)
of iblodois seeking another

schoolyard setting.
According to one of the
researchers, "busyness is
good, ;ts it leaves no time for
that sort of mossiness."
Hie idea that students
and adults who are invoked

in extracurriculars, both in
school and in the community, are better off than those
who are not is simply not that
far-fetched. Extracurriculars
give those who become
invoked in them a worthwhile break. They give students a chance to socialize
productively, and give college

graduates a chance to create
a life outside of their potentially stress-filled jobs.
lor those of you graduating this May and for those of
you moving on in three years,
remember the positive effects

of extracurriculars when the
stress pushed upon just seems
like loo much.
All hough sonic people may
it'll you that certain outside
activities will only increase
the amount of stress one feels,
according to the Vale study,
extracurriculars are relievers
i il si i I'SS i hat decrease t be gaps
during the day during which
people have nothing to do hut
dwell on troubles."

"Unfortunately, cases
such as Driggins'
occur every year
throughout much of
the country. Troubled
students who
became involved in
extracurricular while
in school are left with
nothing to do after

Not only do extracurriculars
relievpslress and assist people
in landing their dream job or
internship as noted before, but
they also can keep teens and
young adults out of trouble,
preventing talented students
iike Ryan Driggins from making mistakes that will affect
the rest of (heir lives.

See Amanda's column neit Wednesday for
an account of how pit bulls got then bad
rap and why they don't deserve it.

Join the Newlove Family
128 W. WOOSTER DAE:

OUT

117 N. MAIN. ST.:
I bedroom unfurnished
apartments. Laundry facilities.
Located above
downtown business.

315 1/2 S. MAIN ST.:

t bedroom apartments above
downtown business. Tenant pays
electric. S310 to $360 per month.

2 bedroom unfurnished upper
apartment. Tenant pays all
utilities. Available May.

114 S. MAIN ST:

NEWI9VE

1 bedroom unfurnished
apartments. Located above
downtown business. Each
apartment is unique. Cats ok.
$345 to $390 per month.

[

Rentals
332 South Main Street
Bowling Green Ohio. 43402
419.352.5620
www.newloverentals.com

The BG News has a fall opening for a qualified
student to work in part-time selling

Got Sweet Skills?
Benefits of the Job
• Real World Experience
• Resume Builder
• Pay based on commission

Love to write? Love to draw? Want to initiate change on campus?
The BG News Opinion staff is currently hiring columnists and editorial
cartoonists.

Send a 600-800 word test column or a sample cartoon to hoovama@bgsu.edu.

state of Ohio,

IT

CHECK THIS OUT:

Intrigued?

0690] nextUfednesday, April -l. In
the meantime, however. Toledo
has been given pennission to
continue enforcing the law
We can only hope that the jus-

CHECK

k

Send comments toKnsten Vasas at

tices Of the Ohio Supreme Coun
will see the problems inherent
in liSI and put a stop to it in the

507 ft 525 E. MERRY ST.:

for higher education funding In the state. Strickland's plan would require all public universities
to keep tuition costs the same next year, and then increase tuition by 3 percent in tall 2008. This
compares to the S percent average increase since HIIMi. The plan also calls for the slate to increase
funding for public universities by 5 pen cut overall.
Hoping to show that students at the University care about this issue, 14 members of
Undergraduate Student Government went to Columbus yesterday to start dialogue with stale representatives on the issue. They hope to halt the proposal before it damages the University, possibly
leading to cuts in University services due to the tuition caps.
The Hi I Net* s supports US( i going to (lolumbus to talk to state representatives about their concerns on the slate of higher education. With mil ion being a major revenue source for University
funding, it is important that USG do what it can to ensure thai these funds
are not diminished. Diminishing these funds could result in problems for
YOU DECIDE
public universities around the state.
Do yoiisupport
In the 2003-04 academic year. Ohio students paid a total of $13,300,
USGs dialogue with state
including tuition, room and board, general lees and meals, For the 2004ti.ew?Sendane05 academic year, the cost increased to $14,371 per each in-stale student.
mail to thenewsC'bgnewscom
For the 2006-07 academic year, the rale increased to$15,744 per each inand tell us what you thill, or
state student.
Though it may seem like a large amount of money, these increases are
necessary for the University lo continue many services that it provides to
Students. Capping tuition will result in fewer funds to deal with a growing student population and
with the rising costs of keeping the University and its services running. A decrease In funds will
likely result in services being downsized or ended, which is a major disadvantage lor students at the
University.
It is our hope thai IIS(. continues to keep the dialogue open with representatives in Columbus on
this issue. We also hope thai representatives are receptive to this dialogue anil will make the changes they promised to when they weir elected to their position.
We also hope that more students at the University, as well as on other campuses all across the
stale, will get involved in Ibis important discussion. It is important that I hey. too. let I he politicians
representing them know their concerns about the stale of higher education in Ohio.
US(i's dialogue with stale representatives in Columbus is a good first step in the right direction.
Together, we can all work together to ensure that the future of higher education is an affordable one
for students from all walks of life.

they graduate."

appeal. I he ()hio Stipn'tiie (citin
has announced it will hear oral
arguments in the case (no. 2(MX>-

Large 2 bedroom/one bath
apartments. Close to campus.
Laundry on site. $560+electnc
per month.

n his State of the State Address on March 14, Ohio Governor Ted Strickland outlined his proposal

Jhis *vf

Summer...
take a course or two
at Cleveland State University

... and transfer those credits
back to the college you're attending.
• More than 900 courses
• Accelerate your degree program,..
or get back on schedule
• Complete general education courses
• Complete a two-semester science course sequence in
just 12 weeks! Biology, Chemistry or Physics
• Affordable tuition
• Day and evening classes
• Easy admission and registration
• Classes begin May 19 and July 2

• flexible hours
• Fun atmosphere
Perferred Candidates
• So or ir Business or IPC major
• Own transportation
• Detailed oriented
• Interested in advertising
or sales career
Apply in person
Pick up application
at 204 West Hall

Check out our course schedule and download a visiting student application at

www.csuohio.edu
Or call toll-free

1-888-CSU-0HI0
Make the smart choice this summer.. .choose...

Bring resume if available

Cleveland State University
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FEAR
From Page 1
Terrorist awareness pamphlets
encouraging people to report suspicious terrorist-like behavior are
available at the howling Green

Police Department
'TheTwinTowers.thel'entagon

and then BowlingGreen," lackson

STEFMMMLTEftA

said jokingly about the terrorists'
agenda. The chances of a terrorist attack in BC are minuscule. II
you can convince people there's a
terrorist around every corner and
that there's something they can
do about it just feeds paranoia."
The media has a large influence on the level of fear people
live vvitli and lackson said people
who watch the news and violent
rV programs like "24" have an
inflated perception of how much
crime there really is.
Although media hype contributes to instilling fear in its viewers, lackson said sometimes the
media promotes healthy fears.
"A soap opera on purpose created a character that had lliv.
and then at the end of the program gave out the HIV hot line
number and calls to that number
went through the roof." lackson
said. "That'sagood thing because
tile show was aimed at a population that probably doesn't have as
comfortable a relationship with
doctors in the medical community as they should."
While sophomore Kryslal
I nuttier and her friends drove
all day and night to Florida
fot Spring Break, she said she
couldn't stop thinking about the
Bluffton University bus crash that
occurred a week before, killing
several players on the school's
baseball team.
"If I wouldn't of heard about
it on the news I wouldn't of worried about it. But since t bey where
college students from Ohio and
headed to I-'lorida just like us, it
really hit close home," loutner
Said. "I think a lot ol limes young
people forget liow easily accidents
can happen."
Carl ie A h rens, sophomore, said
she has fear of choking and in
response makes sure she chews

WANTING CHANGE:
;

i -n carrying signs calling for immigration reform in Los Angeles last Sunday. Several hundred mini 31,1m tights
"deral Building to protest immigration raids and demand reform, marking the one-year anniversary of a massive pro immtgran! r.illy

Irony in prosecution for two executives
By Elliot S|..i.j.ii

SAN 1)11 GO

lwo executives

11.1 company thai once helped
build a fence to keep illegal
Immigrants from crossing
u Mexican border were sen
hinill yestcrda) to si\ months
11I home confinement for hiring
'mini umented workers.
Mel Kay, founder, chair1:1.111 and president of Golden
Male Fence Co., ami manager Michael McLaughlin had
pleaded guiliv in federal court
tn knowingly hiring illegal
aliens. U.S. District ludge Harry
red Moskowiiz ordered each to
serve 1,040 hours of community sen in- anil spend three

years on probation.
Kay, 64, was lined $200,000
as pan of a plea agreement, and
McLaughlin, \2. agreed tn pay
$100,000.
I ederal prosecutors took the
rare step oi seeking prison time
alter the men acknowledged
hiring at least 1(1 illegal immigrants in 2001 and 20115. The
charges carried a maximum
possible penalty of live years
in prison.
However, prosecutors were
unable 10 find a previous ease
in which an employer had been
sent 10 jail lor knowingly hiring
illegal immigrants.
"Prosecution is long overdue
in this area," Moskowitz said.
"Honestly, the government's

efforts have been at the border, not with the employer,
Obviously, the government
has signaled a change with
this case."
In December, company officials acknowledged knowing
ly luting illegal immigrants
and agreed the firm would
pay a $4.7 million tine, one
of the largest for immigration
violations.
Moskowitz. said lie was
uneasy with handing down
jail time because the company did not deserve to be "the
poster child" for unscrupulous
employers. All of Kay s workers
paid Social Security taxes and
received health benefits, vacation and sick time. Many earned

more than $50,000 a year.
Golden Slate saw sales soar

from $60 million in 1998 to $150
million in 2004, according to a
biography of Kay provided by
the company.
federal authorities said they
found no evidence that illegal
immigrants were hired in the
late 1990s while the company
built more than a mile of the 14mile fence near a border cross
inginSan Diego.
Government agents raided
Golden State Fence's Riverside
office last year and found thai
more than loo were unauthorized to work — including three
the company bad been ordered
not to employ alter a 1999 audit
by the government

USG
FromPage

Brown defends his book The Da Vinci Code i
LONDON 1AP
Author Dan
Brown won his copyright infringement case yesterday, after Britain!;
I nun ill Appeal refected efforts
from two authors who claimed he
stole their ideas for his blockbustei novel." rhe Da Vinci Code"
lawyers lor Michael Baigenl
and Richard Leigh, who wrote
"The Holy Blood And The Holy
(.rail," now lace legal bills of
about Sl> million alter losing
< Iit'ii appeal against publisher
Random Mouse Inc.
Baigent and Leigh had argued
that Brown stole significant ele-

ments from their book, Both are
based mi a theory that lesus and
Mary Magdalene married and
had a child, and that the bloodline continues to this day.
The lawyers said Baigenl and
I eigb had "expended a vast
amount ol skill and labor" in writing their book, first published in
1982. "That skill and labor is prolectablc."
Brown testified for several days
during the High Court beating
last year.
Theclaimanls'lawyer.lonathan
Rayncr lames, said that although

the suit had been against the
publisher rather than the author.
Brown was really the one Ix'ing
put on trial for his work.
During a hearing earlier this
year, Rayncr lames said issues
remained about the role of
Brown's wile. Hlylhe Brown, who
did much of die original research
for the blockbuster novel.
She did not testify at the 1 liglt
Court hearing. Brown said he
wanted to protect his wife from
publicity.
In April, lusticc Peter Smith
ruled that Random I loose, pub-

lisher of "The Da Vinci (ode.'
had not breached the copy right.
Smith said the claim was based
on a "selective number of huts
and ideas artificially taken out of
(the book) for the purpose of the
litigaiion."
I lie I )a Wild (inle" lias sold
more than 1(1 million copies since
its release in March 2003. A film
version starring Tom I lanks was
released last year.
"The Holy Blood and the Holy
Grail" also was published by
Random House. It was a bestseller when released 20 years ago.

From Paqe 1

The plan also calls for the state
to increase funding for public
universities by ."> percent. This,
however, does not mean each
university would get 5 percent
more funding. It means the total

amount of funding for all schools
would be increase by 5 percent.
"This plan will benefit over
400.00(1 students currently
enrolled in our public colleges
and universities, and will send
a strong message to those planning for college." Strickland said
in (headdress.
I n itially, members of US( I said
the plan looked Ideal But upon
further investigation, they realized the new plan could potentially harm the University.
Little said he worries if the
tuition price stays the same next
year, the University might have
to cut services.
"We want them to realize that
when you put tuition caps on
and when you only raise the general pot by 5 percent, that's not
enough, "he said.

her food especially well.
" I choked once or twice as a kid.
nothing bad. like I didn't need to
I leimlich maneuvcroranything."
Alirens said. "But ever since, I
chew my food like 20 times before
swallowing. 1 also can't swallow
any pills or anything. I know that
it's all in my head and I won't
really choke" on like the littlest
thing, but I still do it."
Despite Bowling Green's safe
city reputation, Sgt. Paul Tyson
said there have been two shootings, one stabbing and an armed
robbery in the past year.
"There is no magical barrier
around BG that says this will
never happen here. But in BG
that's not something you have
to walk around and be worried
about," Tyson said.
Although a terrorist attack or
avian bird flu epidemic is unlikely in Bowling Green, Tyson said
street safety is something to be

concerned about
"People in Bowling (ireen need
to start being more careful when
they cross the street," Tyson said.
"If you watch enough, you will see
that when people jaywalk across
the street they don't even look.
It's such a simple small thing that
could turn into something big."
Tyson said he worries the
most about all the crimes that go

unreported.
"We vvi >u Id rat her someoi ie cal I
us even if it is about something
small because you never know
if it could be something huge
that could have been prevented,"
Tyson said.
Students should worry about
the factors they can control,
and not those they can't,
lackson said.
"We all know the myth of the
freshmen dorms, how many
fewer students there are second
semester than first semester."
he said.
"And why is that happening,
well it's because of the freedom of
the students' experiences
they
party too much. So what BG studei Hs should worry about is what
they bring on themselves and
flunking out is a real possibility
and isn't caused bv SAUS or Bird

Flu."
USG Senator-at-Large Patrick
Dehnart said he tried to emphasize the importance of academics to the senators in yesterday s
meetings.
"Any time there is a financial
crisis and funding is going to
be cut, we want to make sure it
doesn't take awity from our academics." be said.
USG

Senator-at-Large lohnnie

I .cvv is is another person involved
in the effort, lewis said by
showing students are aware of
t he issues, t he senators are more
likely to lake higher education
funding seriously.
"What we wanted to do |was|
to express thai students are concerned." lewis said. "It's hard
to vote against a constituency
when the constituency is sitting
right there watching you vote."
USG City. State and National
liaison Tom Bethany said he
was happy to see both presidential candidates, lewis and Gino
Gcorgetti, attend the meetings.
Bethany Said both were passionate about taking a stand.
"It's something thai they will
carry on to next year's students."
he said.
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The number of UFO sightings constantly increase
when Mars is nearest the Earth.
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Mesotherapy with Triactive Cellulite Laser Treatment
Lose inches before your event or summer.
Leg Veins
Get rid of unwanted veins TODAYI
Hair Removal
Bikini, Under Arm, Legs, Back
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Skin Medica Vitalize Peel
Get a series of 3 - 6 peels before summer to look your
best at any event
Restylane & Botox
Reduce fine lines and wrinkles.
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"Cabaret" challenges thoughts
on rise of Nazi power
By Gin. Potlhoff
Reporter
The Cabaret musical has something for everyone.
Director Michael Ullison said
the play could be explained in
several different ways.
"It's one of those shows that
works on a lot of different levels,"
Ellison said.
Die show is about accountability and the consequences of
not knowing or pretending not
to know what is going on around
us. he said.
In short. "Cabaret" is centered
around an American writer and
his search for a place to write
in Europe. Clifford liradshaw.
played by U'\i Vladiss. senior,
is tlie American who finds Sally
Bowles, a British companion
played by Ashley \owak, senior,
in Berlin, Germany, liradshaw
writes about their experiences
during the lime when the Third
Reich rises to power in Germany
Vladiss, a musical theater
major appearing in the last musical of his college career, describes
the musical ;is containing multiple themes centering around
(Tift"s memory and experiences
and the larger Issues of society .11
that time.
This show differs from the
original Broadwa) version of
"Cabaret" that debuted in 19tti

because this one is basedonCUffs

experiences, while the Broadway
version had a more broad focus
ol how the Nazis came to power.
"(This is the] most challenging
role that I've ever undertaken,"
said Vladiss, Who has acted in a
total of about thirteen musicals
and plays.
Auditions for the musical
began in November and practices began around the end of
lanuary.
The 35 members of the cast
practice their numbers together
on Fridays and Sundays and four
hours per day. five to six days a
week. All the cast members had
to leant (iennan dialect for their
roles, except for Vladiss, who was
American, and Sally Bowles, who
bad to team a British dialed.
There is a separate orchestra
for the performances, which is
made up of nine orchestra members and university students.
Vanessa White, who is in her
first year as a graduate student
andalso the assistant director and
assistant stage manager, encourages students to watch Cabaret
because "it gives an interesting
perspective on how Nazis came
to power."
White said she thinks the play
does a good job of showing how
people Ignored the Nazis coming
to power because, as they say
In the musical, "governments
come and governments go."
"Cabaret' is different than

"Cabaret"
Written by John Kander and
Fred Ebb.
When:
■ March 29 - 51, 8 p.m.
■ April 1, 2 p.m.
Where:
■ Eva Marie Saint Theatre
Price:
■ $10 for adults. $5 for children 12 and under
■ Purchase at the door or
by calling the box office.
372-2719

(he typical musical." Vladiss
said.
He explains the show
is politically driven and
is a darker type of musical
because it features both comedy and drama.
Due to the wide variety of
people potentially in the audience, there are signs around
campus describing "Cabaret"
as unsuitable for all audiences
because of mature content.
According to Ellison, this is
because the show has several
sexual themes, brief nudity and
politically-charged issues, but
he also thinks people would
enjoy the musical because it is
an entertaining and thoughtprovoking experience.
"People should come see
'Cabaret'for lots of singing and
dancing," Ellison said.

RANDOM
**TRUE
Intelligent people have

Babies are born without knee

more zinc and copper

caps. They don't appear until the

in their hair.

child reaches 2-6 years of age.
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Ohio University designs new process
to root out student plagiarism
"I don't know of any other school that

By Rachel Hoag
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Ohio
University revoked the master's
degree of a former mechanical
engineering student accused
of using others' work in a thesis, the most severe action yet
in the school's review of dozens of research papers in a plagiarism probe.
The
university,
which
announced yesterday it stripped
the degree, started reviewing
papers required for advanced
engineering degrees last year
after a graduate student reported
to administrators that he found
copied passages in mechanical
engineering theses and dissertations while doing research using
archived theses in a university
library.
The school in Athens in southeast Ohio, which barred two
professors who oversaw many of
the theses from advising graduate students, checked more than
200 mechanical engineering
papers for cheating. Some of the
papers were selected randomly
from among 1,500 submitted to
Ohio University's Huss College

of Engineering and Technology
since 1980. and the university
used computer programs to
compare them with papers that
had similar titles or departments,
checking for duplications in the
texts.
Kuss College Communications
Director Colleen (lirlon said the
school was not aware of anvother

has gone to such great lengths to identify
cheating."
Donald McCdbf ID
universities that undertook such
rigorous steps to root out plagiarism, and a Rutgers University
professor specializing in academic dishonesty agreed.
"I don't know of any other
school that has gone to such great
lengths to identify cheating, "said
Donald McCabe, who helped
Ohio University officials design
their review process.
The only other student discipline resulting from the review
has been requiring 12 graduates
to rewrite all or parts of their theses that contained minor infractions, such as improper citations
of others' work, university spokes
woman Sally hinder said.
A decision to strip someone's
degree means the student went
beyond improper citation by
being intentionally deceptive
and knowingly using plagiarized
information in a thesis, she said.
The student appealed after
being notified of the university's
plan In February, but Provost
Kathykrendl denied the appeal,
Tl'sa final university decision,''
Girton said. "The only recourse
thai he would have would be a
personal legal case."
The university would not Wen
tify the student or give details

about the questioned portions of

the thesis, citing academic privacy laws.
As a result of the investigation,
two faculty members, Bhavin
Mehta and lay (iunasekcra. were
barred from acting as graduate
advisers and a committee recommended in May thai both men
be fired.
Gunasekera announced he
would step down as chairman
of the university's mechanical
engineering department in the
wake of the scandal, and Mehta
was told his contract would not
be renewed after the 2006-2007
school year.
Moth men maintain they had
nothing to do with the cheating
and have sued the school for ilela mat ion.
The university is still trying to
deter mine appropriate sanctions

for Gunasekera, who is a tenured
professor, Girton said.
Alter the initial complaint of
cheating, 55 papers were exam
inecland 34 weieflagged for possible plagiarism.
An additional I MO theses and
dissertations were examined in
the university's expanded probe,
which included all the papers
shepherded by Gunasekera and
Mehta as well as a random sample of 32 other papers.
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this $$

Summer...
take a course or two
at Cleveland State University

... and transfer those credits
back to the college you're attending.
More than 900 courses
Accelerate your degree program...
or get back on schedule
Complete general education courses
Complete a two-semester science course sequence in
just 12 weeks! Biology, Chemistry or Physics
Affordable tuition
Day and evening classes
Easy admission and registration
Classes begin May 19 and July 2
Check out our course schedule and download a visiting student application at

www.csuohio.edu
Or call toll-free

1-888-CSU-0HI0
Make the smart choice this summer.. .choose...

Cleveland State University
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Gov. Ted Strickland wants
students to reach higher-ed
Future for 9th graders:

COM) Mill IS. Ohio

- /100 students who
entei 9th gtade in Ohio:

Ohio high

schoolers will be barraged with fliers,
advertisements and Interne) links
pushing higher education as |xirt of
a new effort to brine the state out of
its college graduate doldrums.
Gov, Ted Strickland said yesterday the state, which ranks low in
residents with college degrees, will
join the national KnowHow2GO
initiative thai pushes college education to »ih through lOth-graders,
and expand it to teach more young
adnlis. Low-income students will Ix1
the focus ni the multimedia campaign, which is funded through a
S200.000 granl from tin- I uiniiia
Foundation on I duration.
I line's ,1 povertj "i resources.
I here's also a povertj ol experience, ami maybe even a povertj <ii
spirit that these programs speak to,"
Strickland said afta announcingthe
effort Thej take these young pmple and they'll have them visit cdlege
campuses, interact with college stu
drnis. I hr\ II take the mysterj and

■ 52 don't graduate from
high school.
■ 28 graduate but don't
enroll in college.
■
tart college but don't
■ ioi their sophomore
year.
■ 9 leave college between
then sophomore year and
their final semester.
■ 18 earn o bachelor's degree.

the fear away from
going into a strange
environment"
Strickland, only
the second among
nine siblings in finish high school, said
the effort among
community groups
and others can bolster his proposal
to increase state
spending.

Gov. Ted
Strickland
Encourages
students to
go to college

STATE
BRIEFS

Taft satisfied with portrait
revealed during ceremony

Pushing change
By Julie C.irr Smyth

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

..

Officer caught couple
stealing lunch from
courthouse
CLEVELAND (AP)-A man and
woman on trial on charges accusing them
of scamming stoies out of millions of
dollars were banned Irom the courthouse
cafeteria alter a police officer spotted her
lilting a free meal.

By Erica Ryan
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS. Ohio — If former GOV Bob Taft had been
wearing the same blue tie,
someone might have thought
he was looking in a mirror
when his official portrait was
unveiled Tuesday, former Ohio
first lady Hope Taft said.
The reaction of the former governor, wearing a red
tie Tuesday, was a little selfeffacing. "I particularly like
it because it looks so much
better than I do in real life."
he joked to friends, state lawmakers and other past and
present Ohio officials during
a ceremony in the Statehouse
rotunda, where the portrait of
(Hiio's 67th governor was displayed for the first time.
Taft, 65, a Republican who
left office because of term limits, was replaced by Democrat
Ted Strickland, who took
over in January. Strickland's
wife, Frances, attended the
unveiling of Tail's portrait
which was commissioned by
the Ohio Historical Society
for $16,000 and paid for with

ursing homes
ask for aide after
insurance increase

Tl they do lhat in here, then what are
they doing out there on bond." wondered
Richmond Heights police Sgt. Chuck
Duffy, taking a break Tuesday when he
spotted two ol his investigative targets.
Joan Hall. 65. and Roger Neff. 75. both of
Westlake
TIMREVELL

.W PHOTO

EPA charges landfill
owner with fines

ALMOST A MIRROR IMAGE: Ohio Gov Bob Tall and Ins wife. Hope, pose ne»t
to the governor's official portrait in the Capitol rotunda Tuesday in Columbus. Ohio
The couple was attending one of the last official Taft administration ceremonies.
private funds.
The painting Will hang
across
from
his greatgrandfather's in the William
Howard Taft Hearing Room,
named in honor of the U.S.
president and Supreme Court
chief justice.
The artist Leslie Adams of
Toledo, painled a smiling fall
in a dark suit and blue lie in
from of Ohio's stale seal, with
the sunrise in the background
cast ill muted gold -browns
and greens with fields below.

COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP)-The
owner of a landfill with a foul odor and
aw underground fire has agreed to follow
state orders to control the problems and
pay about SI million in fines and other
costs, the Ohio Environmental Protection

[aft holds a book of Ohio
photographs he published
and his linger holds it open
to a page that although the

viewer can't sir it contains a
picture of his daughter, Anna.

Agency said yesteiday

Hope I.ill said.

The 258-acre landfill. Countywide
Recycling and Disposal Facility in noitheast Ohio's Stark County, has been given
a 60-day schedule to submit recommendations for suppressing the lire to the

Duringthe ceremony, which
HopeTaft referred to as the last
official event of the Tall administration, speakers mentioned
the former governor's work
for education, tax reform and

state EPA
The landfill also will have to revise ils
odor control plan, determine if its liner
and gas collection systems aie woiking
piopeify. test the air weekly and collect
data to determine the extent of the fire,
the agency said.

investment in high-tech economic development

Judge thinks twice after threats
PAINISVIIJ.!-:, Ohio (AP) With the couple who threatened to bomb his house
behind bars, a new security
system at his home and a
stun gun behind his bench, a
northeast Ohio judge says he
and Ins family still don't feel
completely safe.
Municipal ludge Michael
Cicconetti, whose young
son recently asked how old
he'll be when the man and
woman convicted of conspiring to minder bis father leave
prison, said the ordeal affects
him on the job.
"I'm a little reluctant when
I get on the bench now. I
think Iwice." he told The
(Willoughby) News-Herald. "I
never used to think like that
before. I would just do what

By John McCarthy

COLUMBUS, Ohio
A trade group representing I )hio nursing homes is asking
the Ohio Supreme Court to decide who
should pas for increases in premiums
to the stale's injured WOrkei insurance
program.
Lower courts have ruled in the state's
favor, ordering nursing homes to pay the
additional amount I he nursing homes
are asking that the stale covet payments
for increases thai occurred when the
Ohio Bureau ol Workers' Compensation
ended a discount Ioi businesses.
Nursing homes have sluing lies to
Medicaid, the federal program that provides medical care for the poor.

MICHAEl BUIR

CAUTIOUS AT WORK: Mumcipal
Judge Michael Cicconetti says he and hrs
family still don't feel completely safe.

.VIRt SOURCES

I'd think is appropriate.''
Threats against judges and
law enforcement officials are
on the rise nationwide. There
were i.l 11 threats and inappropriate communications
against federal judges and
prosecutors in the n.' months
that ended Sepi. 30, more
than five limes the number a
decade ago. the U.S. Marshals
Service reported.
Even liny Painesville, 30
miles east ol Cleveland, has
seen two such cases involving state-level judges in the
past year.
In another case. Ronald
Dudas. of Mentor, was sen
lenced ill hike CountJ
Common Pleas Court here to
30 years in prison for unions
charges in a Irani! scheme.

Before You
Sign A Lease
Did you ever consider that when yon sign a lease you may be responsible for your roommates?
If they do not pay you have to! If they cause damage you could be held responsible. If your
roommate does not pay their rent yon could be evicted!
Not at The Enclave Apartments. We offer individual leasing by the bedspace. You are only
responsible for your rental installment. If your roommate decides to skip we lake the loss not you!
DON'T HAVE ROOMMATES? No problem. We offer a roommate matching program!
Call today to lind out more! Enjo\ our resort style atmosphere and amenities without the resort
style price tag!

Hi, IK*name.isAndff, Ihao* liifedat The

Firefighter pleads
guilty in homicide

plus plotting in hire a hit
man to kill Common Pleas
ludge David Matia, who sits
in neighboring Cuyahoga
County
Cicconetti learned of ihe
deallltlliT.it against hiniayeai
ago, after Madison township
police recorded toseph Sands
talking about his planned
revenge for an lii-motuh jail
sentence in a minor ta\ eva-

CINCINNATI (AP) - A Cincinnati
firefighter who drove the wrong way on a
freeway after a Christmas party pleaded
guilty yesterday to a charge ol aggravated
vehicular homicide in the death of a
woman killed when their vehicles collided
Joseph Dance. 28. of suburban Green
Township, was driving the wrong way on
Interstate 71 on Dec 14 when his sport
utility vehicle collided with a vehicle driven by Lisa Kreutzer. 26. of Delhi Township,
prosecutors said

sion case.
"ludge Cicconetti done so
man] people wrong in the
world.' Sands is heard telling
an undercover police informant "Ding-dong. Boom!
I'll ting the doorbell and he'll
lilou up."
Ilireats also were made on
the lives of three oilier local

He faces a mandatory two yeais in
prison, but could be sentenced to as much
as eight years, prosecutors said A charge
ol reckless driving was dismissed

Boy put in juvenile
court after bomb hoax

officials,

BALTIMORE. Ohio (AP)-A15yeaiold boy has been accused ol using a
computer server in the United Kingdom
to e-mail a bomb threat to his principal
and the school district superintendent.
authorities said
The middle school student was
charged in Fairfield County Juvenile
Court with one delinquency count ol •
inducing panic Authorities have seized
his home computei. Sheriff Dave Phalen
said Tuesday

GRADUATE
STUDENT HOUSING
Historic Millikin

Summit Street

__i^_ HOTEL ———i

— A PA R T M E N T S

•Central downtown location
• Unfurnished
•On-site laundry
•Air conditioned
• Remodeled units
• 2 story loft style
apartments available
•Efficiences start at
S345/mo + electric
• One Bedrooms start at
$400/mo + electric

• Furnished
•Air Conditioned
•On-site laundry
• 2 blocks from campus
• Efficiences
S315/mo + electric
• One Bedroom Apts.
$400/mo + electric

445 E. Wooster • Bowling Green, OH 43402 • 352-0717
WWW.GREENBRIARRENTALS.COM
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706 Napoleon Rd.
877-819-6802
www.cnllfKjuparkweb.com
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300 (R) 4 05PM 7 00PM 9 45PM
Premonition (PG-13) 4 10PM 7 15PM 9 40PM
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Pelosi to Bush: 'Calm down

Thursday. March 29.2007 9

Migrants' feet finally on solid ground
By Laura Widct-Munoz
The Associated Press

wiith the threats'
By David Espo
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President
Bush and the Democratic-controlled Congress lurched toward
a veto showdown over Iraq yesterday, the commander in chief
demanding a replenishment of
war funding with no strings and
Speaker Nancy Pelosi counseling him, "Calm down with the
threats."
Bush said imposition of a "specific and random date of withdrawal would be disastrous" for
U.S. troops in Iraq and he predicted that lawmakers would take
the blame if the money ran short
"The clock is ticking for our
troops in the field." he said. "II
Congress fails lo pass a bill to fund
our troops on the front lines, the
American people will know who
to hold responsible."
Bush spoke as the Senate
moved toward passage of legislation that would require the
beginning of a troop withdrawal
within 120 days, and would set
a goal of March 31, 2(KW, for its
completion.
The House approved a more
sweeping measure last week,
including a mandatory withdrawal deadline for neatly all combat
troops of Sept. 1,2008.
Moth bills would provide mon*
than S90 billion to sustain military
efforts in Iraq and Afghanistan.
After passage, the next step

would he a I louse-Senate compromise measure almost certain
to include conditions that Bush
has said he finds objectionable,
and the president's remarks
seemed designed to lay the political groundwork for a veto showdown with the new Democratic
majority later this spring.
Confidently predicting his veto
would be sustained in (Congress,
he said, "funding for our forces in
Iraq will begin to run out in midApril. Members of Congress need
to stop making political statements, and start providing vital
funds for our troops. They need
to get that bill to my desk so I can
sign it into law."
One key Democrat with longtime tii-s to the Pentagon, Hep.
lohn Murtha, D-Pa., said Bush
was exaggerating, and he estimated the real deadline for a fresh
infusion of funds was lune I.
Cordon Adams, a former
Clinton administration official
specializing in defense issues,
said the Pentagon has authority to transfer existing funds
between accounts. "So into lune,
while it's painful, it's possible" for
the military to maintain operations, he said.
Democratic leaders, determined to force Bush It) change
course in Iraq, also disputed his
contention that Congress would
be to blame for any funding difficulties in a war they have vowed

to end

"Why doesn't he
get real with what's
going on with the

world?"
Harry Reid | D-Nev.

"Why doesn't he get real with
whdt's going on with the world?"
said Senate Majority Leader Harry
Reid. D-Nev. "We're not holding
up funding in Iraq and he knows
that. Why doesn't he deal with the
real issues facing the American

people?"
Pelosi responded to Bush
with a blend of conciliation and
challenge.
"()n this very important matter.
I would extend a hand of friendship to the president, just to say
to him, 'Calm down with the
threats." she said. "There's a new
Congress in town. We accept your
constitutional role. We want you
to accept ours."
Democrats took control of
Congress in January after elections framed by voter dissatisfaction over a war that has now
claimed the lives of more than
3,200 U.S. troops and cost more
than - I <i I billion.
"This war must end. The
American people have lost faith
in the president's conduct of the
war. Let's see how we can work
together." added Pelosi, D-Calif.

MIAMI — More than 100 Haitian
migrants reached South Florida
yesterday after spending at least
three weeks at sea in a dilapidated sailboat, officials said. (Inc
man died in the crossing, and
three people were in critical condition from dehydration.
Many of the 101 migrants
looked gaunt and exhausted as
they were taken into custody by
local and state officials. Nearly
a dozen minors, including a 10year-old boy, were among the
group. The Ixxly of one man
washed ashore, and officials said
they believed he drowned.
"Our condolences go out to
anyone who was on the boat
who actually knew the individual," said Zach Mann, a spokesman for U.S. Customs and
Border Protection in Miami.
The migrants reached land at
IlallandaleBeach,about I.">miles
north of downtown Miami. I laiti
is about 700 miles southeast of
Miami.
At least 11 people were taken
to a hospital. Besides the three
in critical condition, four were in
serious condition. Two were in
good condition, Mann said. I le
did not know the condition of
the other two.
The migrants told officials
they had been at sea for about
three weeks.
Unlike Cubans, who are gen
erally allowed to stay once they
reach U.S. soil, most Haitians
who illegally make it to the U.S.
are sent back.
U.S. Rep. Kendrick Meek urged
immigration officials not to semi
the migrants out of Florida as

ANDREW UIOZA
BACK ON LAND: U.S. Customs officers assist a migrant from Haiti into a Homeland
Security bus from Hallandale Beach Fire Rescue building in Hallandale. Fla. yesterday

their cases are reviewed
Florida Gov. Charlie Crist
promised that at least while
the migrants remain in
Florida, they will be cared for
and treated well.
"As the grandson of an immi
grant, I appreciate people's
yearning for freedom and a Ix't-

and their family. We have a federal policy that's a little bit different from that." Crist said.

icr opportunity for themselves

can do for me."

Kerry helps derail Fox
from ambassadorship
By Sam Hanancl

John

The Associated Press

STEVE HEIBE9
CAN I HELP YOU WITH THAT?: Circuit City customer Catherine Gallagher. o( Warsaw. Va. is helped by sales associate Brady Schutt
as she looks at cameras in the Short Pump Circuit City store in Richmond. Va. Circuit City Stores Inc said yesterday it plans to cut costs by
laying oil about 3.400 store workers and hiring lower-paid employee* to replace them, and by trimming about 130 corporate informationtechnology |obs

Out with the old, in with the new
By Mac Anderson
The Associated Press

NEW YORK — A new plan for layoffs at Circuit City is openly targeting better-paid workers, risking a
public backlash In, implying that
its wages are as subject to discounts as iis flat-screen TVs.
The electronics retailer, lacing
larger competitors and tailing
sales, said yesterday that it would
lay off about 3,400 store workers
— immediately — and replace
them with lower-paid new hires as
soon as possible.
The laid-off workers, about H
percent of the company's total
work force, would get a severance
package and a chance to reapply
for their former jobs, at Iowa pay
after a 10-week delay, the company said.
Analysts and economists said
the move is an uncertain experiment that could backfire lor the
chain. The risks: Morale could sink
and customers could avoid the
stores. Also, knowledgeable customer service is one of the lew
ways Circuit City can tackle competitors that include Wal-Mart
Stores Inc., they say.
"This strategy strikes me as
being quite cold," said Bernard
Baumohl. executive director of

The Economic Oudook Group. "I
don't think it's in the hesi interest
of Circuit City as a whole."
While other companies, such as
Caterpfltar Inc., have introduced
two tiered wage systems, where
newer workers make less, firing
workers and ottering to rehire
them at a lower wage is very tare.
"I don't think you're going to
1'uul too many examples." of this,
said Ken Goldstein, labor economist for the Conference Board, a
business research group. That
certainly has not been a trend
we've seen."
Circuit City, the nation's No. 2
consumer electronics retailer
behind Best Buy Co. Inc., says the
workers being laid off were earning "well above the market-based
salary range for their role." They
will be replaced with employees
who will be paid at the current
market range, the company said
in a news release.
"We haven't done something
allied (a) wage management initiative More," company spokesman Jim Babb said. "All companies at one rime or another need
to go through and make sure their
cost structure works with market
conditions."
The company's stock rose 35
cents, or 1.9 percent, to close at

NOW
320 Kim Street #G * #E:
Huge two bedroom apartments.
Tenant pays electric. $545 per month.
401 & 407 Enterprise:
Two bedroom ranch style apartments.^
Tenant pays electric and gas.
$395 per month.

"I don't think it's
in the best interest
of Circuit City as a
whole."
Baumohl | Director

S19.23 on die New York Stock

Exchange.
"The stock is up today on the
news restructuring is going to help
in short term," said Morningstar
Inc. analyst Brady U'liios. "Longer
term, they could face challenges."
Circuit City lost money in its
most recent quaner and yesterday
lowered its 2007 revenue guidance
for the second time. A store in falls
Church, Va. started cutting hours
after the Christmas rush ended,
said Imane l-ljacifi, a Verizon
Wireless employee who has
worked for about three months at
a kiosk located inside the Circuit
City there.
After the cuts, many of the
employees, mainly teenagers, left
for other jobs when' they could get
more hours.
"The Circuit City customers
were wandering around and
would start asking us for help,"
Eljacilisaid.

AVAILABLE
801 Fifth Street:
Two bedroom/one bath 8 unit
apartment complex. $435 per month
plus electric and gas.
V507

a S2S East Merry Street.
Large two bedroom apartments,
close to campus. All electne.
Tenants pay $560 per month

Kerry

WASHINGTON — More than
two years after losing his hid for
the White House. Democratic
Sen. lohn Kerry exacted a measure of revenge against his polit ical foes yesterday by helping
derail the diplomatic nomination of a Republican fundraiser.
President Bush withdrew
the nomination of St. Louis
businessman Sam Fox to he
ambassador to Belgium after
IX'inocrats denounced I ox for
his 2004 donation to the Swift
Boat Veterans for Truth,
The group's TV ads, which
claimed that Kerry, D-Mass.,
exaggerated his military record
in Vietnam, were viewed as a
major factor in Kern- losing the
election.
Bush's action was announced
quietly minutes before the
Senate Foreign Relations
Committee was to have voted
on the nomination.
"His nomination would not
have passed today if the vote
had been called up." said White
House spokeswoman I l.ina
Perino.
During a confirmation hearing last month, Kerry grilled
Fox about why he had given
S50.000 to a group that was
"smearing and spreading lies"
about him. Kerry seemed to
be seeking an apology but Fox
didn't budge, saying he simply
gave when asked.
"Sam l-ox had every opportunity to disavow the politics
of personal destruction and to
embrace the truth," Kerry said

NEWIWE
Rentals
332 South Main Street
Bowling Green Ohio. 43402
419.352,5620
www.newloverenials.com

former candidate
for president

yesterday. "I le chose not to. The
White House made the right
derision to withdraw the nomination. I hope this signals a new
day in pnlilical discourse."

Pox, 77, is national chairman) if
the Jewish Republican Coalition
and was deemed a "ranger" by
Bush's _'IKM campaign for raising
at least $200,000. He is founder
and chairman of the Clayton,
Ma-based Harbour Group,
which specializes in the takeov CM
ol manufacturing companies.
Fox has donated millions of
dolkirs to Republican candidates
and causes sine e the 1990s.
Big-money contributors are
often rewarded with ambassador posts. Contributions
to political groups are rarelj
considered grounds for pro
test for fear there would be
a til-for-tat when the White
House changes parties.
But the chorus of opposition
to Fox grew louder a day before
the vote was set. when Kerry s
Vietnam crew mates sent a
letter Tuesday urging committee members to oppose foxs

nomination.
"In our judgment, those who
finance smears and lies of combat veterans don't deserve to
represent America on the vvorid
stage,'' said the letter signed by
11 Vietnam Swift Boat veterans
who served with Kerry.

ATION
BRIEFS
Increased counciling
promised for troops
WASHINGTON (AP) Reacting to
shabby treatment ol wounded soldiers
at Walter Reed Army Medical Center,
the House yesterday created a coterie
ol case managers, advocates and
counselors for injured troops returning
from Iraq and Afghanistan
The "Wounded Warrior Assistance
Act." approved 426-0. also establishes
a hotline for medical patients to report
problems in their treatment and
demands an end to the red tape that
has (rustrated disabled service mem
bers as they move from Pentagon to
Veterans Affairs Department care.
The bill would affect some ol the
more than 25.000 US service members wounded in hostile action since
military operations began in Iraq and
Afghanistan.

Brown pleads not
guilty to 'sticky'
beauty shop drama
FORT lAUCrRDALt. Fla (AP)
- Foxy Brown pleaded not guilty yesterday to two misdemeanor charges
stemming from an alleged scuffle at
a beauty supply store in Pembroke
Pines
Judge Joel Lazarus set a June trial
date. Lazarus had issued an arrest
warrant for Brown after she failed to
sliow up for a scheduled court date.
Lazarus withdrew the airest warrant
yesterday.
According to the Florida arrest
report. Brown was applying beauty
products in the bathroom when a
Queen Beauty Supply employee
told her the store wds closed and she
needed to leave She refused and
threw hair glue at the employee

We're filling up fast...Get your apartment
for next year before it's too late!!!
Houses for Rent:
H9Troup
225 Lehman
247 Summit
702 Sixth
702'/: Sixth
704 Sixth
704'/2 Sixth

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.

Am
anagement
Charlestown Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

plus electric

208 East Merry Street # A:
Large two bedroom lower duplex.
$560 per month plus utilities.

Senator and

1 miner Fnnitus. 2(i. who said
he helped sail the boat told the
South Florida Sun-Sentinel: "I
know (the U.S.I is a big power.
They help most countries in the
vvorid. I come to see what they

Call to make an appointment today!
Mid Am Management
641 Third #4 BG
352-4380
I
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Violence continues in Baghdad
as Shiites raid city, kill 70 Sunnis

WORLD
BRIEFS •
Man surrenders after
holding children
hostage

By Kim Gamvl
The Associated Press

MANILA. Philippines (AP; - A young
I a Barbie doll
• ■ i an icecream cone. Ai I
(hatting.-. I
Dozens olchildien we- I
on a bus yesterii
.
'«d with grenades and
•
toolrj
eating p.
: .vaving from llie
■. thioughcHit the day
The crisis ended after 10 hoots when
56-year-old civil engineer Jun Di.
,taged the incident to denounce cotrup
tion and denial.
ished children, released the child■■
the pro b-ick in a <y>n.ij*? and sun
to police
Jubilant paren:
■ :■ united
with their childci nas they I
1
bus clutching doll , toys and b,i -;
Ducat was led tr
.(way

Circumcision may
reduce metis chance of
contracting HIV
oEN' .should be ciicumc ised because I
ting evrdi
■
)(contracting HIV by up to 60 c
rlthatj
But men should still use cond- othetptoti I

sard the
iNAIDS.
the UN agency that coordinates the
■ i; -mst the AIDS . •.
■ nd Catherine
Hankms. of UNAIDS "Male circumcision
does not provide complete ptot- I

■don Royal Marines conduct operations on waterways in tlie Basra region of soulliem Iraq

RESCUE:

British troops held captive by Iranians
By Nasser Karimi
The Associated Press

IIIIHAN. Iran— Iran aired a
video yesterday of 15 captured
British sailors anil marines,
showing ihe only woman
captive saying her group hail
"trespassed" in Iranian waters.
Britain angrih denounced thr
video as a "completely unacc eptable" display of prisoners.
The Iranian foreign minister said tlie woman, sailor
I aye lurney, could be released
soon, inn backed off reports
she would be freed ,>-. earlj .is
yesterday.
British Prime Minister Ponj
Blair's government announced

it was freezing all dealings with
Iran except It) negotiate the
release nl its personnel, adding
In a public exchange ol sharp
comments that pushed up tensions in a standoff helping fuel
a spike in world oil prices.
Britain's militarj released
a (il'S readout il said proved
ihe Royal Navj personnel
were sei/cd 1.7 nautical mileinside Iraqi waters Friday, hut
Iranian state television quoted
an unidentified Iranian official as saying Ihe first phase
of an investigation had determined ihe Iwo British boa)
crews were "definitely" in
Iran's territorial waters.
\ lew hours later, a brief

\ideo of ihe captured Britons
was shown on Iran's Arabic
language satellite television
station, Al-Alam.
One segment showed sailors and marines sitting in an
Iranian boat in open waters
immediately after their
capture.
I he video also displayed
what appeared to be a handwritten letter from Tumey, 26.
lo her family
"I have written a letter lo ihe
Iranian people lo apologize for
usenteringtheirwalcrs," it said.
Ihe letter also asks Tumey's
parents in Britain lo look alter
her :i year-old daughter, Molly,
and her husband, Adam.

Saudi Arabia holds summit to
recover peace plan with Israel

.
Besides condoms, men and women
should use protections such as abstinence,
delaying the start of seiual activity and
reducing the number of se»ual partners
she said

By Salah Nasrawi

Saud al-Faisal
Saudi Foreign
Minister

The Associated Press

'The Da Vinci Code'
author wins copyright
case

RIYADH, Saudi Arabia—Arab
leacleis opened a stinimil us

tetday to revive a plan for peace
with Israel, with I I.S. allies Irying
lo enlist oilier Arabs in efforts to
win Israeli and Western acceptance ol the deal.

'. 0N(AP)- Author Dan
Brown won his copyright infringement
case Wednesday, after R'I'
Appeal reacted efforts I

Ihe

.

■:

two clay

summit

in

the Saudi capital comes at a

■

Lawyers for Michael Baigent and
Richard Leigh, who wrote "The Holy
Blood And The Hofy Grail.' now face
legal bills of about $6 million after losing
then appeal against publisher Random
House Inc.

4MRNABI1
PEACE:
Prime Minster Recep
Tayyip Erdogan. right. Iragr President
Jalal Talabani. second light. Ami M
Secretary General of ihe Aiab League, left,
and Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak

lime when the United Malehas shown some progress in
manein eringali sides into place
for a resumption in long-sialled
negotiations.
Saudi Foreign Minister Saud
al-laisal and oilier Arab officials said Israel must accept

Houses! Houses!
(for 3-5 people)

the.Arab oiler.
"If Israel refuses, thai means
il doesn't want peace. Then (ihe
conflict) goes hack Into Ihe hands
ol the lords of war,' al-laisal said

luesday
Ihe initiative, lirsi launched by
the Arab summit in 2002, oilers
Israel recognition and permanent
peai i' with .ill \rah countries in
return lor Israeli withdrawal from

lands captured in 1967.

BAGHDAD IAP) — Shiite militants and police enraged by
deadly truck bombings went
on a shooting rampage against
Sunnis in a northwestern Iraqi
city yesterday, killing as many
as 70 men execution-style and
prompting fears that sectarian
violence was spreading outside
t he capital.
The killings occurred in the
mixed Shiite-Sunnj city Tal
Afar, which had been an insurgent stronghold until an offensive by U.S. and Iraqi troops
in September 2005, when
militants fled into the countryside without a fight. Last
March. President Bush ciled
the operation as an example.
I fiat gave him "confidence in
our strategy."
The gunmen roamed Sunni
neighborhoods in Tal Alar
through the night, shooting at
residents and homes, according to police and a local Sunni

Gen. Khourshid al-Douski,
the Iraqi army commander in

chaise of the area, said 70 were
shot in the back of the head and
III people were kidnapped. A
senior hospital official in Tal
Afar, who siwikc on condition of
anonymity out of security concerns, said 45 men were killed.
Outraged Sunni groups
blamed Shiite led security
forces for the killings. Prime
Minister Xnurial-Maliki'snllicv
ordered an investigation and
ihe U.S. command offered lo

provide assistance.
Ali al-Talafari. a Sunni member of the local Turkomcn Front
Party, said ihe Iraqi army had
arrested 18 policemen accused
in ihe shooting rampage alter
they were identified by Sunni
families. Shiite mililiamen
also look part, he said.

Saudi monarch blames Arabs
for aiding Middle East turmoil
By

LM

K.ath

The Associated Press

UIVADll. Saudi Arabia (APIKing Abdullah denounced the
American military presence in
Iraq on yesterday as an "illegitimate foreign occupation"
and called on ihe Wesl In end
its financial embargo against
the Palestinians.
The Saudi monarch "s speech
was a strongly worded lee lure
lo Arab leaders that their divisions had helped fuel turmoil
across the Middle East, and
he urged them to show unity.
But in opening Ihe Arab summit. Abdullah also nodded lo
hardliners by criticizing the
U.S. presence in Iraq.
"In beloved Iraq, blood is
flowing between brothers,
in ihe shadow of an illegitimate foreign occupation,
and abhorrent sectarianism

threatens a civil war," said the
king, whose country is a U.S.
ally that quietly aided the 2003
ll.S.-led invasion of Iraq.
U.S. allies at the summit are
trying to win support from
other Aral) governments to
promote an Arab peace initiative that Washington hopes

CALL FOR RENT SPECIALS!
(419)352-0717

CREENBRIAR, INC.

politician. Witnesses said relatives of die Shiite victims in
ihe truck bombings broke into
Sunni homes and killed the
men inside or dragged them out
and shot them in Ihe streets.

www.greenbriarrentals.com

"The real blame
should be directed
at us. the leaders of
the Arab nation."
could revive the peace process
With Israel. Arab hard-liners
fear Saudi Arabia, Egypt and
Ionian will how lo U.S. pies
sure to water down the landfor-peace offer in an attempt
to win Israeli acceptance.
"In wounded Palestine,
the mighty people suffers
from oppression and occupa
lion." Abdullah said. "Il has
become vital that the oppressive blockade imposed on the
Palestinians end as soon as
possible so the peace process
will gei to move In an atmosphere without oppression."
The United States has so fat
rejected calls to end the financial embargo imposed on the
llamas-led Palestinian gen
ernment formed after elections lasl year Saudi Arabia
and Arab slates have called for
an end lo Ihe sanctions alter
llamas formed a new gin em
men! last month I hat includes
members of the moderate
Fatah party.
Abdullah insisted that only
when Arab leaders unite will
they be able to prevent "foreign powers from drawing the

region's future."

3 BDRM APARTMENTS & TOWNHOUSES
* INTERNET CREDIT
* EREE SUMMER STORAGE
* FREE WASHER & DRYER IN ALL HI) 3 BDRMS

*PLUS*
YOUR CHOICE OF THE FOLLOWING UPON MOVE-IN
$500.00 OFF YOUR FIRST MONTHS RENT
OR
$500.00 BEST BUY GIFT CARD
** You MUST bring this ad into our office at the time of signing the RESERVATION
AGREEMENT for this promotion to be honored. < .ill card will be given on day of move in, either
6/2/07 or 8/16/07 or we will discount your first month rent.

LIMITED OCCUPANCY REMAINING!!

MECCA
Management Inc.
1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH. 43402 419-353-5800
email: inUi'ti nieccnlni.com

www.meccabg.com
* CERTAIN TERMS & RESTRICTIONS APPLY*

" I he real blame should Indirected at us. the leaders
of the Arab nation." he said.
"Our constant disagreements
and rejection of unity have
made the Arab nation lose
confidence in our sincerity
and lose hope."
The two-day summit plans
to revive a 2002 initiative
offering Israel peace with the
Arab world if il withdraws
from lands il sei/.ed in the
1967 Mideast war. a proposal
the United Slales and Europe
hope can build efforts to
resume the long-stalled peace
process.
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SIDELINES

Sabathia's left
arm bruised by
line drive

SPARTANS 51 FALCONS 3

SOFTBALL
BG earns 15th win
of season on the
road against MSU
BG improved its record to
15-4 yesterday with an 11-1
win over Michigan State. The

RYAN EVANS

>>'f Bf.Nf.%

UP HIGH: High five's for BG's Brian

game was the first time the

Hangbers (41) after his home run

Falcons have scored runs in

yesterday.

RYAN EVANS

'HE BG NEWS

AND THE PITCH: BG's Corey Weuland (1) pushes off the mound for a pitch in yesterday's 5-3 loss to Michigan State

the double-digits this season
and was also their largest

Wind, cold
halts Falcons

margin of victory. Read more
about the win in tomorrow's

BG News.

OUR CALL
On the way up
Kobe Bryant: His explosive
play of late has
catapulted the

Spartans overcome elements to earn win

Lakers star into
the running for MVP honors,

By Bill Bordewick

an award that was a two-

Reporter

horse race between Dirk
Nowitzki and Steve Nash just
a few weeks ago.

On the way down
Major League Baseball:
Well, it's a done
deal now. The
only way fans will
be able to watch
their favorite out-of-market
teams is to attach a DirecTV
dish to their dwelling. Thanks
again Bud Selig.

The List

RYAN EVANS

'HE BG NEWS

Major League Baseball

THROW DOWN: BG's Logan Meislei throws to fust in yesterday's game at

pitcher Ugueth Urbina

Wanen Stellar Field against Michigan State.

It's hard to get comfortable outside when the weather features 40degree temperatures and 35 miles
per hour wind gusts. Playing basehall is no exception to this.
Yesterday, the BG haseball
team battled the elements and
the Spartans of Michigan State
University. Unfortunately for the
Falcons, the elements and the
Spartans won out in MSU's 5-3
victory.
"It wasn't ideal but both teams
had to play in it," said BG coach
Danny Schmitz. "Seventy degrees
the one day and thirty the next
— that's life when playing baseball
in northwest Ohio and it's March."
MSU coach David Grewe knew
See FALCONS | Page 12

DIAMOND NOTES
WHATEVER IT TAKES:
Some BG players contribute
both at the plate and on
the mound. Below are a few
examples of Falcons that
have made a dual-impact
this season.
Kurt WrII,:
- OF (.502 avg.. 19 hits. 4
doubles, 5 homeruns. 15
RBI. 15 walks)
- P (1-0. 5.86 ERA. 2 saves.
2.1 innings pitched.)
Brian Hangbers
- IB (.516 avg.. 12 hits. 5
homeruns. 9 RBI)
-P(0-0. 5.59 ERA. 15 K. 9.2
innings pitched)
Marty Baird
- Inf (.508 avg.. 12 hits. 5 RBI.
8 walks)
- P (1-2.9.00 ERA. 6 K. 12
innings pitched)

WINTER HAVEN, I hi. (AP) —
Cleveland ace C.C. Sabathia's
left forearm was bruised when
he was struck by a line drive in
his final spring training tuneup
yesterday, putting in doubt his
scheduled start In the Indians'
opener next week at Chicago,
Sabathia instinctively threw
up his arms but was unable to
shield himself from the hard
shot off the bat of Toronto leadoff hitter Heed lohnson, who hit
the left-hander's second pitch of
the game.
The ball smashed into the outside of Sabathia's arm, above his
wrist. X-rays were negative and
he'll be re-evaluated today.
"It's swelling pretty good,"
Sabathia said. "I do have a full
range of motion. It's feeling
belter, but I'm sure it'll be sore
tomorrow. I'm optimistic. I'm
going to do everything I can to
get out there Monday."
After Sabathia was struck,
Indians coaches and trainers
sprinted from the dugout to the
mound to assist Sabathia, who
shook his hand and cursed loudly, I le was immediately taken for
medical treatment as his wife,
mother and children left the
stands and walked toward the
Indians' clubhouse to check on
the 26-year-old.
Sabathia then was taken to
a hospital for X-rays, which did
not reveal any broken hones, the
team said. He will be examined
again today, but his availability
for the April 2 season opener is
still up in the air.
"We'll see how he feels tomorrow and work from there."
Indians manager Brie Wedge
said. "You try not to think the
worst, but he got it pretty good."
Sabathia went 12-11 witha3.22
F.RA lasl season, and has gone
81-56 since joining Cleveland in
2001.
Any kind of injury to their No.
I starter would be another blow
to the Indians, who already will
begin the season without lefthander Cliff Lee, sidelined with
an abdominal pull.
Sabathia said he didn't immediately sec Johnson's liner.
See SABATHIA | Page 12

(below) was sentenced to
14 years in prison for the
attempted murder of workers
on his ranch, bringing to
mind other athletes who
have met similar fates. Below
are five athletes who have
been sent to prison after
involvement in a murder:

1. Rae Carruth: The
Carolina receiver got 24
years in prison after being
convicted of conspiracy
to murder his pregnant
girlfriend.

2. Mike Danton:
Former NHL player who
hired a hit man to whack his
agent. Turns out the hit man
was a police officer.

3. Ugueth Urbina:
He said he was sleeping at
the time of the incident,
which involved a machete
(who uses machetes these
days?), but his conviction
for attempted murder says .

Replay now permanent in NFL
By Barry Wilnar
The Associated Press

PHOENIX — Coaches throwing challenge flags and referees
sticking their heads in hoods will
remain NFL fixtures. Forever.
On Tuesday, instant replay as
an officiating tool became a permanent part of pro football.
"Instant replay is an accepted
part of the game. It's what we
are," said Atlanta Falcons general
manager Rich McKay, co-chairman of the competition committee that recommended the
change. "There was not really
much discussion about it."
I_eague owners voted 30-2,
with Cincinnati and Arizona
dissenting. All but three stadiums will be equipped with
high-definition equipment
and will be recabled before the
upcoming season, at a cost of
as much as $300,000 per club.
The stadiums being replaced in
Irving, Texas, Indianapolis and
East Rutherford, N.)., will not

"Instant replay is
an accepted part of
the game. It's what
we are."
Rich McKay | Atlanta Falcons GM

get the updates.
McKay, once a staunch opponent of replay, has gone full circle, as have most owners.
"People like myself, I was an
opponent of the old system,
when the eye in the sky decided
which play to review," he said. "As
the system was enhanced, with a
limited system of challenges, a
lot more became comfortable
with how it operates. It's not too
obtrusive with our game and it
does not slow down games.
"I think coaches are more
comfortable with it. They were
hesitant with the challenge system, and 1 think they've become
more comfortable."

With replay out of the way.
another controversial topic —
overtime — will be addressed
yesterday. In part, at least.
McKay was not optimistic that
the recommendation to move
the kickoff for overtime from the
30-yard line to the 35 would pass.
He said some people were concerned about the effect on the
return game, and that a group
of owners would favor a mandatory two-possession overtime in
which each team gets the ball
once.
That has not been proposed,
however. Nor has any system
similar to the college overtimes,
or a continuation of the game
from where it ended after four
quarters.
"I'm bothered by the stats with
respect toovertime," McKay said,
citing a significant spike since
1997 in how many teams won
overtime games after also winning the coin toss. That percentSee NFL | Page 12

otherwise.

4. Rubin
"Hurricane" Carter:
His lifetime conviction was
set aside after 19 years of jail

time.

5.0. J. Simpson: Oh
wait, nevermind.

Freel can't back off dangerous,
all-out style of play
ByJoaKay
The Associated Press

SARASOTA. Fla. — Ryan Freel
gripped the padded arms of his
folding chair and gently lowered himself into a sitting position, giving his achy back an
easy descent. Scrapes the consistency of overripe strawberries adorned both forearms.
A day after his foolishly
fantastic catch, his body was
feeling it.
Only Freel would throw
himself headlong into an outfield wall—OK, so the wall was
padded — to make a catch in
a meaningless spring training

game, leaving him in need of
ice, X-rays and something for
that headache.
The outfielder's emergencyroom-or-bust style has made
himafanfavoriteinCincinnati.
He had a career breakthrough
this spring, when manager
lerry Narron decided that Freel
would take over in center field
for Ken Griffey Jr.
That's where he'll start the
season opener on Monday —
unless he runs into something
else between now and then.
Don't rule it out.
"What's gotten me here

Faith in Buckeyes' recruits was
first step in Final Four run
By Rutty Millar

KATHYWIU.ENS I AP PHOTO
HUSTLE: Cincinnati Reds center fielder
Ryan Freel chases down a first inning flyout

against the Philadelphia Phillies

AP PHOTO

Regional final basketball game against Memphis at the Alamodome in San Antonio.

The Associated Press

in the Reds spring training baseball game

See FREEL | Page 12

ERIC GAY

BIG TIME: Ohio Stale center Greg Oden dunks the ball during their NCAA South

COLUMBUS — It's easy to see
Greg Oden swatting shots or
Mike Conley Ir. slicing through
the lane to make a no-look pass
and forget just how far Ohio
State has come this season.
It started with a leap of faith
— or, more accurately, a big step
into the void—for the Buckeyes,
who a year ago were staring
down NCAA probation and now
find themselves staring down
Georgetown in the Final lour
on Saturday.
"They took an incredible risk
by coming to Ohio State," coach
Thad Matta said of the first-year
players who are the backbone
to this year's 34-3 team. "They
chose this program at a time

when they didn't know our fate
— if they could even go to postseason play.
"Some coaches were telling
them we weren't going to have a
basketball team anymore."
It was on March 10, 2006,
when the NCAA hit Ohio State
with three years of probation.
An investigation had determined that starting guard
Boban Savovic received improper benefits.
All the violations occurred
under head coach lim O'Brien,
fired on June 8, 2004, shortly
after disclosing a $6,000 payment to another prospective
recruit from Eastern Europe.
Athletic director Andy Geiger
didn't have to look far to find a
See OSU | Page 12
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From Page 11
coach, hiring Malta from Xavicr
I JnivcrsiiY. where lie had won 78
games in three seasons.
A dark cloud hung over Malta
and the program from the minute he took over on July 7.2(KM.
Rumors abounded ih.it the
Buckeyes might get severe penalties. Other schools led the negativity. There was unrest among
the players — should they risk
sticking around or cut their losses and transfer?
"What a relief it is to be when'
we are today," current AD Gene
Smith said of those days of doubt
and innuendo.
In December of Manas first
year on campus, (k-iger and university president Karen I lolbrook
announced that the men's team
would be held out of postseason
play as a way to mollify NCAA
Investigators and head off more
severe penalties.
No player on the team was
around when any of the violations took place.
"One of the hardest things
I've ever had to do was walk in
and tell guys they couldn't go to
postseason play for a crime they
didn'l commit," Malta slid yesterday "And then motivate them
'in a daily basis knowing that it
was going to end and there was
no chance of a reward."
Tliat team went 20-12 and is
best ivmcmbered for handing
top-ranked Illinois its first loss of
the season in the Big Ten finale,
Smith slid there were several
times when he met with Matta
in reassure him.
"On a few occasions, I had
in say, 'Iliad, we've got to be

TYRUSB1
GETBIG:

teduringthe Ins! qucirier of their semifinal basketball game atthe Big
led to The Associated Press All-America college basketball team

Freshmen Oden, Durant among
finalists named for Wooden Award NFL

"And then motivate
them on a daily
basis knowing it was
going to end..."
••:' OSU coach
patient," Smith said. "I was 99
percent sure we were not going
to get a postseason ban based
on what I'd seen in cases."
In the midst of the speculation, Matta was recruiting one of
the best five-man classes in college hoops history Malta had to
promise (Xlen and Conlcy that
if the NCAA lowered the boom
on Ohio State they would not be
bound by the letter of intent they
signed with the school. David
Lighty, Daequan Cook and
juniot -college transfer Olbello
Hunter also came on board.
When the penalties came out
thev were not crippling — probation, repayment of $800400
in revenues earned during the
O'Brien NCAA years and eradication of all mention of the
accomplishments from that era.
The linal I our banner from
1999 was taken down; now.officially, the Buckeyes' last trip to
the national semifinals came in
1968, Savovic's name does not
even appeal in the Ohio State
media guide under past letter
winners.
But there was no postseason
ban. finally, the players found
out that they would be pern lilted
to go to the NCAA tournament
Thai nvcrai hicving team went
2ii-(i and won the conferences
regular-season title before losing
in the second round of the NCAA

tournament to Georgetown.

"Clearly the field is
not balanced with
respect to overtime
with the kickoff."

From Page 11

LOS ANGELES (Al'l
I reshmen Greg Oden

ol

Ohio stair and Kevin Durant

oi

lexas are among the

five linalists for the lohn li.
Wooden Award, presented to
college basketball's outstanding player.
Others invited for the \pril
7 presentation at the I us
Angeles Athletic Club are
North Carolina sophomore

ryier Hansbrough, Pexas A&M
senior Acic I aw and Wisconsin

FALCONS
From Page 11
full well what he was getting
into when he signed on to
coach the Spartans.
" I his is the life of playing
baseball iii the northern ball
of the country — you expect
games like Ibis," Crewe said.
"But it was just plain nasty out
there. I'm very pleased with
our effort today, especially in
.these conditions."
The Spartans started oul by
seining the game's first four
runs. Hie first of those four
came in the first inning alter
Dennis Jones walked to star)
off the game and eventually scored alter lustin Potes
grounded out to third.
Evan I riedlancl started off
the second inning with a single. Friedland would go on to
score after EJ. Daws'single. Ell
Boike singled to left field and
Daws advanced lo third, lones
came through with a single
through the left side and plated Daws.
Steve (ierstenberger plated
the final Spartan run of the

senior Alando Tucker.
Also honored Wednesday as
Wooden All-Americans were
UCLA junior Arron Afflalo,
Oregon senior Aaron Brooks.
Nevada senior Nick I azekas.
i Intnl.i junior loaklm Noah
and
Kansas
sophomore
Brandon Hush.
Hie award ceremony at
the I os Angeles Athletic Club
will include the presentation of thi1 men's and women's Wooden Award, the All

age went from 553 from 199-1-97
lo M.ti for the next four seasons.
And alter it dropped to 60 percent
for 2002-05, it went up to 63.6 last
season.
"We're a league that tries to balance the field and clearly the field
is not balanced with respect to
overtime with the kickolf.'
I In Tuesday, owners also voted
unanimously to allow a second
interviewing window for assistant
coaches on Super Bowl teams
who are in (he running for other

American teams and legends
of Coaching award to former

Purdue coach Gene Keady. The
top five women's finalists will
also be invited.

The Wooden Award was ere
ated in 1971) — a year after

the former UCLA coach retired
after guiding the Bruins to
HI NCAA championships
in a span. Among the previous male winners were Larry
Bird, Michael lordan and Tim
Duncan.

"Bowling Green has a great team over there
and we expected a battle from them. I made
sure to tell their coaches about their players'
effort after the game."

head coaching jobs. Previously,
only during the week after the
season ended could an interview

be conducted.
Hiecoach'scurrent team would
have to grant permission for the
second interview, which would
take place during the live week

From Page 11
"I just threw my arms up,"
said Sabathia. who intends
to try and play catch today. "1
didn't know if it was going to
hit me."
last year, Sabathia strained
an oblique muscle in his opening-day start against the White
Sox. In 2005, he began the season on the disabled list when he
strained the same muscle while
warming up for his first spring
training start.
"I almost got out of here," he
joked. "Bui the Winter Haven
curse got me again."
Sabathia was replaced by
reliever Tom Mastny, who made
the Indians' opening-day roster because Matt Miller will be
sidelined for 3-4 weeks with a
strained right forearm.
Cleveland bent the Blue Jays
3-2. winning it on an It HI single
in the ninth inning by Mike
Rouse, who found oul earlier in
t he day he bad made the club as
a utility infielder.
Sabathia's early evil forced
the Indians to use six relief
pitchers, who combined to hold
the Blue lavs to four hits.
The win went to former Toronto pitcher Bubbie
Buzachero.
The loss was
charged to former Indians
pitcher Lee Gronkiewitv.
Cleveland outfielder Jason
Michaels hit a solo home run,
doubled and walked in his
three plate appearances against

Toronto starter Gustavo Chacin.
Travis I lather's run-scoring single accounted lor the other run
charged to Chacin during his
live innings.

after the conference title games.
"We wanted lo make sure thai
coaches on Super Bowl teams
didn't feel it was a disadvantage,"

McKay said.
One proposal was defeated.
Defenses will not be allowed to
have a coach to player communications device similar lo
what quarterbacks use. McKay
said owners and coaches were
concerned about who would lx'
allowed lo wear the device with
defenses using multiple forma
lions, and the possibility, that
more than one player could
wind up on the field with -iich a
device.

the Falcons were able to
put two guys on with nobody
out in the seventh inning
and loaded the bases in the
bottom of the ninth bin were
unable lo score during either
situation.
"You have to be able to
execute late in the game,

David Gtewe | Spartan Coach

Schmitz said. "In the seventh,
inning by fling lo center and
plated Boike.
"It was huge to get off to
the early lead," Grcwe said.
Anytime you can get off lo
good starl is good, but especially good in these kinds of
conditions when runs are al a
premium."
Hie Falcons came right back
in the bottom of the second
inning when Andrew Foster
singled lo left field. Travis
Owens followed that up by

fouling out to the pitcher but TJ.
111.niton continued the inning
by singling lo right field.
Derek Spencer beat-out the
throw on an Infield single and
I nster was able lo score and
Blanton was able to advance
to third. Eric l.awson rounded
out the Falcon scoring in (he
inning by singling to left field

lo plale Blanton.
Both teams were held scoreless for the next three innings
until the top of the sixth when
the Spartans tallied another
run after F.I. Daws reached
base by walking. Boike singled
to center and lones followed
thai up by doubling to right
field lo plale Tony Clausen,
who pinch ran for Daws.
I he Falcons came right back
to score a run in (he bottom
half of the inning after Kurt
Wells flled-OUt lo left field to
score Andrew Foster, who
reached on a double down the
right field line.
"Bowling Green has a great
team over there and we expected a battle from them," Crewe
said. "I made sure to tell their
coaches about their players'
effort alter lhe game."

we got lwo on and then we
were unable to get a bunt down
and then we had a slrikeout."
Marty Baird came to the
plate with the bases loaded in
the ninth with one out, but
MSU pitcher Mike Monterey
made a great snag to induce
the 1-6-3 double play to end
the game.
"In the ninth we loaded the
bases and couldn't score,"
Schmitz said. "But you have lo
credil their pitcher for making
a great play to turn that double
play lo (Mid the game. I thought
our bullpen was good but just
couldn't get the offense when
we needed it."
The team will travel to
Kalama/oo, Mich., to take on
Western Michigan as part of
a weekend series starting on
Friday.

WINTHROP & SUMMIT TERRACE
NO

i

• i Falcons GM

SABATHIA

COMPAR 1 S O N

| Wmthi op I Summit Terrace |

KMHYWIllENS

AP PHOTO

THROWN OUT: Cincinnati Reds' Ryan Fred lingers on the ground at third after being
caught stealing by Philadelphia Phillips thud baseman Wes Helms, right, in the fust inning.

FREEL

I reel made a diving catch on
the warning track during a 6-2
loss lo Philadelphia on Tuesday
night, flinging himself headfirst
into the base ol I he padded wall.
I le held onto the ball, but had to
leave the game al the end of the
inning because ol back spasms.
"It shows how crazy he is,"
Beds pitcher Kyle lohse said.
"I le's a gamer. I le doesn't lake a
play off no mailer what."
His manager wishes he
would.
Narron has talked lo Freel
aboui easing up during spring
(raining so he's completely
healthy—if there is such a thing
— for the season opener against
(he Cubs, lie might as well talk
to the outfield wall.
"1 told him to try to play this
game al about BO percent, so
maybe he was," Narron mused.

From Page 11is playing the game hard and
doing everything I can to win
a ballgame," he said yesterday
before going for precautionary
X-rays on his ribs that were negative. "To tone it down for the
longevity — (hat's something I
earn do. I can't hold back. I just
can't do thai. If I'm going lo gel
hurt, Tin going to get hurt."
On this day, the checklist
of hurts is typically long: Sore
ribs. Sore right shoulder blade.
Sore back.
"Nothing I couldn't play with,"
said F'reel, who got the day off

anyway.
Alltheachesandscrapescame
from one play thai left everyone
shaking their heads in wonder.

PROPERTYB

PROPERTYC

Apartment Size

2 Bed/I Bath

4 bed / 2 bath

4 bed/4 bath

3 bed/1.5 bath

"If you can dodge a wrench, you can dodge a ball" -

'

« of Roomates

C?)

4

4

3

!

Dodgeball (2004)

!

Rent

$570 ($285 each)

SI 196($299 each)

$1292($323 each)

$900($300 each)

|

LODGEiiALL LEAGUES Forming

Gas

$0

$44

all electric

$114

Electric

$20

$72

$140

$97

Water

$0

$0

$120

Included w/Electric

!

f&Spccer,

.No^-llfl8 + TOUtf/* j

Trash

JO

$0

$0

$0

Basic Cable

144

$44

$0

$44

i Just 20 Mm North of Campus!!

Internet

SO

$0

$0

$48

I

Parking

No Monthly Charge

No Monthly Charge

$15 per month each

No Monthly Charge

Pool

Ves (2 Pools)

res

No

No

Private Shuttle

Yes

res

No

No

Total Costs Per Month

$634 ($317 each)

$1352($339 each)

$1642($403 each)

$1203($401 each)

Security Deposit

$200 ($100 each)

$600($150 each)

$1292 ($323 each)

$500($167 each)

"Note All utilities ate based on a market survey and are on a 12 month average Oue to weather bills may be higher m some months

Fewer Roommates, More Privacy, Better Price!
Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts • Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd • 419.352.9135
www.winthropterrace.com • email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

Leagues Start April 9th

! Divisions: Men's Open, Women's Open,
J
Adult Coed, High School, Boy 13/14
Session 2 - April 9m through May 18m
i
Session 3- May 21" through June 29m
i

Session 3 Registration Deadline: March 30th

! For more information call 419.893.5425
or visit us online @
www.maumeesoccercentre.com

'■'wit 29.200713
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lassihed Ads
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color, cms), religion, national origin, tnual
ottmacton, disability itatui M ■ win
or on ill? hatit of any oilier lc)>.ilK pro

Campus Events

BGSU KENYA 5K BENEFIT RUN
Race against AIDS. Apri' 21, 2007
REGISTER TODAY' 419-378-0356
Services Offered

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

BARTENDING' up lo $300 day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 exl. 174

Groundakeencr- Duties include
mowing, weeding and landscaping
grounds. Full-Time Seasonal position; salary $8.25 hourly. High
school diploma or equivalent required Applications may be obtained at Wood County Board ot
MR/DD. 11160 East Gypsy Lane
Road. Ent B. Bowling Green. OH..
8:00am-4:30pm. Application deadline 4<2 07 @12:00 p.m. EOE.

"07-08 Rental 1 & 2 bdrm apts. 303
E. Merry 6 bdrm 3 liv. UP TO 8 All
next to campus. $5 Web.Call 419353-0325 9am-9pm/listing 247 @
316 E. Merry 3. All close to dntn ♦
more updates @CARTYRENTALS
COM

The BG News
Advertising Sales Position
Fall 07 Spring 08
Must be personable, detail oriented,
have own transportation. Ilexible
hours Apply in person & pick up application at 204 West Hall.

1 bdrm $400 mo. plus elec. & dep.
9 & 12 mo. leases available. No pets
854 8th St 419-392-3354.

ATTN: ACTORS: Local movie company seeks actors & actresses ot all
ages tor summer projects. Great experience tor resume. More into at
mantisandmoon.com or contact
chuydelos@aol.com
Child care center now hiring care
givers for days, eves., wkends. Flex,
scheduling. Send resume or apply in
person to Kidz Watch 580 Craig Dr
Suite 2 Perrysburg OH 43551.
College Pro is now hiring painters to
work outside with other students
Earn $3000-5000 Advancement opportunities. 1 -888-277-9787 or
www.collegepro.com
Doc's Restaurant now hiring
Waitresses & Cooks
419-823-4081. after 3pm.

Sanderson Stables
A Professional Equestrian Facility
& Riding Academy
Lessons, Web Based Distance
Learning, Training. Workbooks,
8 Educ. Activities Since 1982
We provide credit &
non-credit courses covering

100. 200 & 300 levels.
Trail riding, contesting and more
Contact us at 419-655-2253 or
www sandersons1ables.com
into@sandersonstables.com

Personals
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
LASAGNA DINNER

$5 50
352-9638

Wanted

Earn $2500* monthly and more
to type simple ads online
www. DalaAdEntry.com
HELP WANTED! NOW & DURING
THE SUMMER VACATION
Employees needed to perform light
production work. Company offers
flexible hours between 7:30am and
7:30pm most days. Must work at
least 15 hours per week can be full
time/many BGSU students work
here/easy walk from campus. Pay is
$685 per hour. Pick-up application
at Advanced Specialty Products. Inc
428 Clough St.. Bowling Green. OH
43402.
Looking for student teacher to choreograph a quincenita Latin/hip hop
routines Call 419-308-7101.
Now hiring dancers. No experience
necessary. Must be 18 years old.
419-332-2279 after 8 pm.
Bonuses Available

Wanted 1 or 2 female students.
$325'month *util. 2 bdrm townhs w
porch & garage.Tara 419 551-6542

The warm weather is finally here
and we're gearing up at The Docks'
Real Seafood Company is hiring
Servers II you have a real commitment to high standards lets talk. Ap
ply in person daily alter 2pm. 22
Main St.. The Docks. Toledo.
Toledo Area
Advertising Sales Position
Sell lor The BG News
Must be personable, detail oriented,
have own transportation, Ilexible
hours. Apply in person & pick up application at 204 West Hall.
TOLEDO COUNTRY CLUB is hiring
for Servers Bartenders. Day or night
shifts Tues -Sat. $10- per hour Ap
ply in person, Tue./Wed./Thu. btwn
2-4pm 3949 River Rd . Toledo. OH
43614 NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
For Sale

Buy I Sell Trade Rent
New Or Used
DVD's Video Games'
Game Systems And More
www.uhhoacom 419-494-1588
Small starter mobile home.
2 bdrm. $3000 OBO

Part-time cook needed
Apply at Laroes Restaurant
in Grand Rapids. OH.

419-601 1514.

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

4
4 8
1 2
3 9

8

07 - 08 School Year
1.2 S 3 bedroom apis, available
For more into call 419-354-9740.

6

1
7
3

1 bdrm. apt. across from campus.
Available May 07, 1 yr lease
$350 mo. & utilities.

Call 419-897 5997
1 bedroom small house
121 N. Enterprise. BG.
$395 per month. 419-308-8433

6
5

6
7

7
9

7

3

8

3
5
4 8

2

1 roommate needed now until May.
Campbell Hill $325 mo. -• utilities
260-241-1534

1

12 month leases starting May 2007
424 S College 3 BR House

$795 . util.
605 5th St - 3 BR Apt.
$675 - util
613 5th St 3BR House
$795 * util.
, 422 Summit - 2 BR Apt

SUDOKU

E

9

To play: Complete the grid

L

so that every row, column

f
8

I
Z

and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.

$630 * gaselectnc

Just use logic to solve.

1028 Klotz - 2 BR Townhouse

$660 * util.
Smith Apt. Rentals
419-352-8917
1457 Scott Hamilton, 4 bdrm Need
2-4 subleasers from Aug. 07-Aug.
08 Call 419-276 8843

S
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f
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S

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

2 - 3 bdrm houses. Avail. 8-15-07
$825. Dill St.: $900 E Merry. 11 1 2
mon. lease Call 419 308.2406.

Play Suite, sutfoku and win prizes at

2 bdrm. apt. 4th St. $525 month .
utilities. Available immediately. & tor
tall. Call 419-409-1110

SUDOKU m

2 bedrooms on 7th St W/D. $650
mo plus utilities Available May 1st
419-287-4337.

HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR RENT
2007-2008
HOUSES AVAILABLE
MAY 12,2007

146 MANVILLE - Two bedrooms. $700.00
per month plus utilities. Deposit $700.00
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/12/07
to 5/3/08.

722 EIGHTH STREET - Two bedroom
A-frame houses. $560.00 per month plus

723 SIXTH STREET

Utilities. Deposit S560.00. Limit 3 people.

$560.00 per month plus utilities. Deposit

Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/12/07 yo 5/3/08.

$560.00 Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease

Three bedrooms.

S/12/07 to 5/3/08.
629 ELM STREET - Three bedrooms. $885.00
per month plus utilities. Deposit $885.00.

830-8301/2 SCOTT

Are you looking for a way to put your bachelor's degree
to good use? Do you want a rewarding career where
you make a difference in the lives of people with whom
you work?

Tenants have use of garage. House has

HAMILTON Three bedrooms, 2 baths.

washer, dryer and air conditioning. Limit

$925.00 per month. Air conditioned.

3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/12/07 to

Deposit $925.00. Limit 5 people. Limits

5/3/08.

cars. Lease 5/12/07 to 5/3/08.

219W.EVERS -Three bedrooms. $800.00

831 SCOTT HAMILTON, UNIT »A - Two

per month plus utilities. Deposit $700.00

bedroom. $810.00 per month. Deposit

Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/12/07

$810.00. Has a washer and a dryer. Limit 4

for the job of living. They work in .i variety of settings

to 5/3/08.

people. Limit 4 cars.Lease5/12/07 to 5/3/08.

such as:

Occupational therapists use occupations. <>r everyday
tasks, therapeutically to help people lacing disabilities or
the challenges ol aging learn ot relearn the .-.kills needed

Hospitals
Si hools
1401/2 MANVILLE

Workplaces

Two bedrooms.

HOUSES AVAILABLE
AUGUST 16, 2007

$560.00 per month plus utilities. Deposit

422 CLOUGH STREET - Two bedrooms.

per month plus utilities. Deposit $725.00.

occupational therapy. Reasons students choose to study

$70.00 per month plus utilities. Deposit

Has a washer and dryer. Garage for storage

at LIT include:

$470.00. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars. Lease

only. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease

8/16/07 to 8/9/08.

8/16/07 to 8/9/08.

614 FOURTH STREET - Three bedrooms.
$840.00 per month plus utilities. Deposit
$840.00. Has a washer and dryer. Limit

$690.00. Has dishwasher and air

3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease 8/16/07 to

conditioning. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.

8/9/08.

Lease 8/16/07 to 8/9/08.

Cognitive and psychiatric rehabilitative facilities

$560.00. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars. Lease

Community-based fai ilities

8/16/07 to 8/9/08.
136 PALMER

The University ol Toledo offers i doctoral degree in

Three bedrooms. $725.0

•

UT's faculty members are nationally recognized a.s
therapists, educators and researchers,

712 SECOND STREET, UNIT #B Two

•

Small class si/x- allows lor individual attention.

bedrooms. $690 per month. Deposit

•

Clinical opportunities are ottered each semester of
enrollment.

Applications for Fall 2007 & 2008 admission are

We Still have a Selection of Houses Available for 2007-2008

- -

JOHN

NEWLOVE
T£e*u Battue. 9*e.

currently being accepted! For more information or to
THE UNIVERSITY OF

319 E. Wooilur Slroat. Bowling Groeri. OH
(Located Across From Taco Ball)
Rontal Of!tco 419-384-2200
Hours Mon. thru Fn. St30~9i30 Sat. B:30-StOO
www |ohnnewK>varaaleftta(e QOffl

WE'VE GOT A PLACE FOR EVERYONE!

TOLEDO

schedule a personal visit, contact us at 419.383.4429.
occtherapydoctorate@utoledo.edu or visit our web
site at http://hsc.utoledo.edu/heidtbscumces/ot/index.htnd

14 I
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For Rent

The Daily Crossword Fix

For Rent

For Rent

3 bedroom house. 131 N. Church.

Houses'Apts tor 07-08 school year
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 ■ 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10 -2M - F
wYfrv.bgapanmenis.com
Quiet tenants preferred

brought to you by
2 Ddfm.. large living rm ghathw
W D. 8!h S Higl
upper duplex
Avail. May 2007. $51!i mo garage
avail 419-35? 8872

$750 mo.
419308-2456

236 Troup Si 3 bdrm house Available Aug I lor 0708 school year
S800 . utilities. 419308 1405.

812 Third St 2 story. 3 bdrm. t
bath $840 a mo .util 5 blocks from
campus. Private, tenced in backyard Com WD. Very clean. Avail.
May 15. Call Phil 419-392-2812.

3 bdm house Close lo BGSU
Off-street parking. W'D AC One-2
bdrm. apt o» street n«q Close to
BGSU All avail Aug 15.2007 419
352-4773 419 601 32251.'

Apts S Houses 07 08
419-353-8206
www titerentals.com

3 bdrm apt recently 'emodeied.
small pets allowed lor 2007-2008
sen. yr.Pleasi
11J 308 3525

Available August 15. 2007 3 bdrm.
house. 227 E Reed. $1000 per mo
1 bdrm. apis $300 S $350 per mo.
Year lease req All close to BGSU.
Call 419-308 2458

3 bdrm . 2 bath. Ig kitchen, util. rm
w W&D hookup. AC. cable phone in
all bdrms.. 5th St Avail. August
2007. 5795 mo 419 352-8872.

Enclave II waives $75 app. lee by
signing over my 12 mo May lo May
lease. Call ASAP 419-307-0087

3 bedroom apt.
Close to campus Central air
For more into call Gary 352-5414

Female subleaser needed for summer. $221 mo. plus utilities Call
Jessica 419-615 8063

525 N Prosr •
' bath. 2
< at ga' i
' Avail, in May.
439 N Mam 5 rxlrm .: bath whole
liouse. S1500M
721 Four!
?B00M Avail HI Ai.g 419 353 0494

Furnished room.tor female, for rent
with freedom ol house. $225 mo.
$100 deposit 419-354-6117
Highland Management
1 & 2 bedroom apart.
354-6036
May - Aug lease
www bgtiighlandmgmt com

One bedrm. in the Enclave I. avail.
April through Aug., will accept mo
by mo. $3t6'mo. Fully turn. M or F
welcome. Contact Kara Ohngren
(248( 840-8232 or Karao@bgsu.edu
' Privale entry 1 bdrm & sludio
As low as $365
419-352-0590

Subleaser needed for beginning
ol May. 1 bedroom apt.
Call Joe Pntchard 419-601-0219

''

if

R £ S E R VA T 11

'■ -

419 353 2277

Renting for

ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16

Makes a choice
Collector's book
Silver-tongued
Dennis the Menace, lor one
Scandinavian
Take the bus

18
19
20
22
23
24
25
28
33
34
35
36
40
41
42

Proiecting bay window
Very long time
Start of Moliere quote
Early-stage seed
Unit ot force
Take to court
Steeper?
Small underground growths
Vexed continually
Detergent
Mauna _ volcano
Part 2 ot quote
Tokyo, once
Move very slowly
Archibald and Thurmond

17 Greek letter

The Highlands
1 bedroom apartments

$395.00 - $450 00
Ouiet location. Laundry on Site
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
Highland Management

419-354-6036

Ji„/P

1 NYC theater award
2 B.C. or Ont.
3 London art gallery
4 Take no cards
5 Consecrate with oil
6 "SNL" producer Michaels
7 Ship's jail
8 Exploits
9 Comic Brooks
10 Mixture of pebbles
11 In _ of
12 False god
13Nota_
44
21 NIJO Castle's location 45
22 On the market
46
24 Last year's frosh
48
25 Domesticates
49
26 Piano study
50
27 Man of tables
51
28 Philosopher Josiah
52
29 Solemn word
53
30 Make joyous
54
31 Drying cloth
55
32 Full of lip
56
34 Transmitted
58
37 Skewed view
38 Suburb of Harnsburg
39 Continent

MAY. AUG OR SUMMER LEASES
Students S Giad Students
Privale Owners I Management
Open Day ' Eves: 419-352 3445

Quiet. 1 bedroom unlurn. apt. on S.
College Dr. Available August. $360.
Call 419-352-9378.

TOO MUCH TO DO?
No. I can't write your paper.
No. I can't take your exam
?? LOOKING FOR AN APT. ??
YES, I can help YOU1
YES. I sure can'
419-308-1287.

43
46
47
48
49
52
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

Isolated
Isolated
Argon or neon
"
Lang Syne"
Piece of paper
End of quote
Mown grass
Spy's garment?
Hadames' beloved
With, in Paris
Eagle's nest
Cicatnx
Extremely
Interminably
Evening in Padua

NASA, for one
Common rodent
Skulked
One more time
Czech or Slovak
Be down with
Pitcher with a spout
Muffin topper
Golfer's shout
Common rodents
Hebrew month
avis
Half a dance?
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1432 I. Woosler, BG

2007/2008
Call 353 5800 or
Visit Us Online at
www.meccabg.com
Have a few places
open NOW

]&*$«*

(419) 352-4663
-dilivery aviiliblt-

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $490!

Hours: Ham • 9pm Monday- Saturday
Delivery Ihm 9pm Monday ■ Saturday

PASTA 8. SUBS

On selected floor plans

HillsdaleApts.
1082 km view Ave.

IM South Main Stn 11
Bowling Green

1 ft 2 bdrm Apts. or 3 bdrm Twnh.
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal
Washer & Dryers (in 2/3 bdrm)
Air Conditioning
Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle
"Ask about internet discount

•
•
•
•
•

Ground floor ranch
Privale entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

709 5th Street A
APARTMENTS

-FREE HEA1
VARSITY SOU API
AFARTMfNTS

.

N

t

H G>p$r LAW

CF
Trey Aubrey
842/846 Seventh St.
2 Duplexes Left
3 Bedrooms/2 Baths

NOT 1

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

419-353-7715
Evergreen Apts.
215E.Po«Rd.
Large 1 or 2 Bedroom
Efficiencies
Laundry on Site
BGSU Bus Route
Only 15 minute walk to campus!

NOT 2

t£)

Every Z~^ j'j'j
"

i

SOUTH
SIDE
419 352 86)9*717 S Man St ■ wwwulhsMfc-St

419-352-7891

EHO

Toledo/Northwest Ohio Area
I -2 Days per week during school

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at

V

1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
(419)352-1150

Full Time during summer break
www.homecilylce.com
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED ■ WILL TRAIN

JJ

1-800-899-8070

Dodg

a » a

Heinzsite Apts.
710-652 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 Bedrooms
Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm
Walking distance to campus!

Thursday

1 Bedroom & Studios Available
Pets Welcome
On Site Laundry
Short Terms Leeses hail
Private Patios

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S52 5 'month Full Year Lease

Management inc.
Stop by the Office
at 1045 N. Mam St. or
Check Us Out at
www.meccabg.com
for full listing,
piices, & pictures!

Program:

Register at University Dining Service locations across campus during March
26th thru April 19th for a chance to participate in the "Dodge Ball Tournament'
sponsored by Pepsi and University Dining Services.
The Falcon s Nesl at the Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Zza s @ Night
The Black Swamp Pub
Chily s Express Convenience Store
Neighborhood Deli @ Commons
The Buffet @ Commons
Kreischer SunDial
Shadows
McDonald Dining Center
Mac s Pizzeria
Temptations Convenience Store
Founders Dining Center
Kravings
*
Destinations Snack Bar and Convenience Store
Twenty-Four (24) contestants and six (6) alternates will be drawn from University
Dining Service locations. There will be four (4) six (6) man teams competing for the
top prize. Each contestant will be randomly selected to form the four (4) teams in
the tournament. Open to BGSU student who are at least 18 years old. Proper attire
and shoes required.
Teams will be competing for the following prizes: 1st place S100 Best Buy,
2nd place $75 Best Buy, 3rd place S50 Best Buy, 4th place S25 Best Buy. All
contestants will receive a copy of "DodgeBall" the movie. (Each contestant will
receive the prize listed above for the place the team finishes.)
The DodgeBall Tournament will be held in the Field House Thursday. April 26th. at
7:00pm . Winners will be notified by phone and email.
No Purchase Necessary to Register

